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P R E F A C E 
In view of the multi-dlxnensional econanlc development 
of a region , the regional planning In the l i g h t of the ~ 
hierarchy of Servicp Centres i s e s sent ia l l y an atteirpt which 
can be considered as a measure t o redress the regional 
imbalance. 
The present study, therefore, i s a theoret ical d iscu-
ssion for the further work, i s terms of "Hierarchy of Service 
Centre in Bihar plain". Different ideas and views, put for-
ward by dif ferent geographer, have been taken into consider-
at ion. Taking into consideration a l l these points , a plan has 
been chalked out to launch the doctoral p r o j ^ t . 
This M.Phil d i s ser ta t ion attempts to explain the concept 
of central p laces and d i s c l o s e s the prbblens involved in the 
Select ion of Methodology for the further work and suggests a 
common strategy which may be applicable to the Indian condit ions 
With t h i s inherent notion, the study has been devided 
into f i v e chapters through which an attempt has been made t o 
describe and analyse the structural base for the doctoral 
project . 
The f i r s t chapter deals with the Space Economy and d i f f -
erent locat ional theor ies . The second chapter presents the 
concept of hierarchy* and the s ignif icance and scope of the ' 
work* Chapter third i s devoted t o c r i t i c a l assessment of the 
r e l a t e d l i t e r a t u r e , so f a r , and na tu re of the prbbletn. The 
four th chapter p r e s e n t s the geographical background of t he 
study area . F i f t h , the f i n a l c h a p t e r , reviews the d i f f e r e n t 
measures and suggests the methodology aud d i f f e r e n t sources 
of da ta c o l l e c t i o n . 
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"Hierarchy of service centres* Is the direct outcome of 
central place theory, one of the locational theories. There are 
many other locational theories and hypothesis about the spatial 
organization of human activities which are based on the concept 
of space economy. According, it seems to be necessary to take 
a general view of these related concepts and theories in order to 
have a sound grip. 
Space Sconomy • 
Spatial economics deals with'what' 'where' and 'why'. The 
"Vhatf refers to every type of economic entity i.e., production, 
establishment and other kinds of house holds, business, public 
and private institutions. "Where'* refers basically to location in 
relation to other economic activity i.e., to question of proximity, 
concentration, dispersion, and similarity or disparity of spatial 
patterns. The where can be defined in broad terms such as regions 
or metropolitan areas, or in microgeographic terms. Such as zones, 
neighbourhoods, or sites. The "why" refers to explanations within 
the somewhat elastic lim ts of the economist's competence . 
Location Theories t 
Location theories describes this kind of analysis when the 
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emphasis is upon alternative locations for specified kinds of 
activities, such as Industry, trade and commerce, etc. Location 
theory views a decision unit (most often a business establishment 
or a household) as weighing the desirability of alternative loca-
tions. The unit, wherever located, needs to obtain certain 
"inputs" (e.g. labour services, materials, electric energy, 
police protection) and needs to dispose of certain "outputs* 
(e.g. goods produced in a factory, labour services of members 
of a house-hold, services provided by a hospital)• The unit 
functions as a converter of inputs into outputs. Within technical 
limits described by its "production function" (for example, a 
shoe factory as such can convert varioiis alternative combinations 
of leather, plastics, labour energy and so on into various alter-
native combinations of shoes and byproducts). Finally, the 
unit derives from its activity as residual "return". Which is 
the measure of satisfaction of its objectives. 
The process by which the decision, unit weighs all those 
location facts and makes a choice of location and production 
technology is describable, as first clearly pointed out by 
Predohl (1928) in terms of marginal substitutions. Some of 
the more important ways in which decision units interact in a 
systematic spatial way can be cited. For example, sellers of a 
product ccmpete for market; users of a material compete for 
3 
the source of supply; firms In a labour market compete for 
labour, such interrelationship appears as forces of mutual 
repulsion or dispersion between the competing units. At the 
same time when one unit supplies a good or service to other, 
either or both will have an interest in proximity for the sake 
of reducing transport cost and inconvenience. And many kinds 
of production and exchange are subjected to important economies 
of scale, calling for some degree of spatial concentration. 
Suppliers of complementary products and service finds themselves 
attracted to the same markets, and buyers of jointly produced 
goods or services find themselves attracted to the same sources. 
Here we have forces of mutual attraction or agglomeration. Both 
the repulsive and the attractive forces can apply either as 
between like decision unit (e,g., similar households, firms in 
the same industry or as between unlike tinits that are comple-
mentary or competative (e.g. a seller and buyer of a product, a 
2 
household and an employer , 
Von Thunen's Concentric Ring Model 
Von Thunen was the forerunner of the theorists, who 
have attempted to explain the organization of space through a 
3 
workable model . He chose Mecklenbiirg, an agricultural region 
of Germany, for constructing his model. Von Thunen prounded 
his classical theory on agricultioral land use in 1826. His work 
is based on the ground reality as he lived in southern Germai^ 
for 40 years and drew inferences. On the basis of collected 
't 
informations, his model cama about 160 years ago but Its basic 
phllosopny still seems as relevant as It was. Modernization of 
age and changes In transport network has only altered some 
crops but the basic tendency of concentric zonation is still 
relevant. Von Thunan theory is based on these pre-assumptions. 
(A) There must be an isolated estate with a central city and 
have even geographical conditions (B) Central city is the 
receiver of agricultural production and supplier of commodities 
needed for the rural areas. (C) Land is assumed of uniform ferti-
lity and a particular crop maintains uniform yield in the entire 
region. (D). The hinterland is inhabited by farmer desiring to 
attain maximum profit and capable of adjusting their type of 
farming as per the demand of the market. (B) Horse carts and 
boats are the principle means of transportation.(F) Transport 
cost increases at a constant rate as the distance increases. 
(G) There is uniformities in market value and production cost 
throughout the region. 
If the assumed phenomena prevail then the concentric 
agriculture land use pattern is possible. In the above mention-
ed conditions he hypothesised and tried to find out that the 
type of land use will vary with the distance from the market 
and the intensity of production of a particular crop will dec-
line as the distance from the market increases. 
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Both hypothesis complement each other. Once the economic 
rent from a particular crop becomes uneconomic other profitably 
crop replaces the first one. A cut off line Is a concentric 
circle and It Is drawn from that point where the maximum profit 
of a particular crop is no more valid. 
Von Thunen stated that there may be six concentric circles 
of agricultural land use around a market. £ach circle is given 
to a particular set of crops. The concentric circle in successive 
order will be as like - 1. Market gardening and Milk prodvictlon. 
2. Fire wood and Timber. 3. Crop without fallow and 4m Crop 
farming, fallow land and pastiires. 5. Three field system (Rotat-
ion system where 1/3 land is given to crop, l/3rd fallow land). 
6. Live stock farming. 
Figure 1, shows the location of six sets of agricultural 
uses in the assumed land order. There are however two models, the 
left is hypothetical and is only possible over a plain surface. 
Agriculture is practical in natural environment, therefore# Impact 
of nature as modifying factor can not be ruled out. Von Thunen 
found that major settlements are situated on the bank of river so 
proposed an operational model which is appropriate, one which 
shows similar tendency of succession of crops, the only difference 
is that the concentric circle is replaced by successive zones 
tapering towards down stream. But a look at the model reveals 
that the tapering zones also bear the tendency of concentric 
zonation. River banks make the condition more favourable for 
habitation and economic well being and due to that every land 
use tapers. Once the river is withdrawn, the hypothetical situa-
tion becomes a reality. 
An important aspect of the model relates to second hypo~ 
thesis. The second hypothesis provides the clue of cut-off line, 
where the crop A is replaced by crop B, will depend upon the 
economic rent provided by the two crops with respect to location. 
Economic rent profit is calculated as follows t 
Economic Rent (Profit) = Market Rent 
- (Production cost + Itansportation cost). 
This theory has been criticized on several ground. 
1. Existence of an isolated estate is a rare phenomenon 
these days. (Even South Germany is more isolated), 2. Second zone 
of Von Thunen finds no favour today, because fuel wood is no 
more an Important domestic fuel. This zone is replaced now by 
commercial grain framing. 3. Horse carts and boats are no more 
the means of transport in the present context, 4. The assumption 
of increasing transport cost constantly as the distance increases 
is not valid. In reality the relative cost decreases as the 
distance increases. 
Central Place Theory x 
Central place theory outlines the logic of systems of 
central places, focusing particularly upon the numbers, sizes, 
activities, and spatial distribution of such places and their 
4 
associated regions • 
The notion of central place may be explained as follows. 
A chief function of country villages and towns isto be centres 
for their rural surroundings as well as mediators between their 
local commerce and the outside world. Larger cities play a similar 
role with respect to systems of smaller villages and towns, which 
finds in the larger places. Thus, towns, cities and other urban 
centres serve in a structural relationship as central places for 
surrounding regions. 
Central place theory is fundamentally concerned with the 
patterns through which wholesale retail services, and adminis-
trative functions, plus market oriented manufacturing, are provi-
ded to consuming populations. Thus it can also be designated as 
the theory of urban trade and institutions or the theory of locat-
ion of tertiary production. As such it complements the theory 
;j 
of agricultural production originally formulated by J.H, Von 
Thunen , and the theory of location of indiostry, which has its 
roots in the work of Alfered Weber. Central places are associa-
ted with "regions* of "organization* or "nodal* regions which 
derive their unity from contact with or movemeot through the 
central place. It may be noted that regions can be grouped into 
two great classes-regions of organization, on the one hand« and 
uniform or homogenous regions on the other. The latter are 
characterised by essential similarities of some physical, social, 
or economic features. 
The hierarchy of central places has its exact counterpart 
in a hierarchy of corresponding regions of organization. Thus 
central places, considered as a system of points, fits into a 
global system of areal organization; tributary areas are seen 
as organized around these points, which are connected both with 
one another and with the tributary areas by lines of human move-
ments • 
Central place theory begins by considering two conditions 
that affect the variety of goods and services (central function) 
which are to be provided to consumers. These are (a) conditions 
of entry (thresholds), the minimum market sizes (in qioantity of 
sales) necessary to support establishment of each kind, and 
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(b) maximum distance, consumers are willing to travel to each 
kind of establishments of any kind Is equal to demands for the 
commodity divided by threshold, whi le the minimum numbers of 
establishments (If all consumers are to be served) Is equal to 
demands for the commodity divided by threshold, while the mini-
mum number of establishments (If all consumers are to be served) 
Is equal to demand for the commodity divided by maximum possible 
size of the market. The last named quantity Is derived from the 
outer range of goods, as defined above. 
Central functions may be arranged along a continuum at 
one end of which Is the activity with the greatest threshold 
(the highest order function) and at the other end, that with the 
lowest thresnold (the lowest oraer function). The problem. Is 
therefore, to locate the varying numbers of establishments of each 
variety of central functions as efficiently as possible. 
Efficiency, In terms of this model, requires (a) that 
consumers minimize costs of transportation by visiting the 
nearest location offering tne goods demanded and (b) that tnere 
is active competition among business to serve the consuming popu-
lation. Under these conditions, supplying firms, which spread 
out in spatial pattern mirroring that of the spatial alstributlon 
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it (its market area) that is closer to it than to any of its 
competitors. Market size lies somewhere between the minimum 
size« prescribed by thresholds (in volume of sales) and the 
maximum size prescribed by outer ranges (of areas that can be 
served). If perfect competition prevails and population is 
uniformally distributed on an unbounded isotropic plane, firms 
of each kind will, be located in a perfectly uniform tessellation 
at the apexes of equitateral triangles, (i.e. in a trigonal 
grid) Serving hexagonal market areas of just threshold size. 
The theory assumes that an area to be served.is devided 
into the threshold market areas of the highest - order central 
function. Because consiamers travel to the nearest place offering 
the goods, the locations providing the highest order goods will 
be exactly "central* to their market areas; these locations are 
therefore central places in Iterms of the model. The problem then 
arises as to how lower-order functions will be provided. 
Efficiency, of course, will be furthered if firms of 
different kinds grouped together in central places, for then 
aggregate consumer travel to obtain the variety of goods and 
services demanded will be minimized; each place offering the 
highest - order goods, therefore, also offers all lower-order 
goods. But as the continuum of central functions is described. 
13 
threshold market sizes deminish When the continuvun of central 
functions has been discended to the point where a good is reach-
ed having an additional threshold located, as it were in the 
interstices between the threshold market areas of the establish-
ed central places. It is at this point on the continuum that 
a central place of second order comes into existence that will 
provide not only the goods justifying its emergence but all goods 
of a lower order as well. A similar argument can be used to 
generate third order places beetween those of first and second 
order, fourth between tnose of the first three orders, and so 
fourth. 
The net result of locating centres in this way is called 
a central place hierarchy or an urban hierarchy-a locational 
system comparising a step-like arrangement of cantres and market 
area patterned in a distinctive geomatric manner. Higher order 
centres in the provision of lower - order goods but they are 
distinguished from the lower - order centres by the performance 
of a group of central functions for market area that embrace the 
areas served by the lower order centres. It takes place in 
"nesting* pattern of dominance, and competition; a hierarchy will 
exist even if population densities are uniformally spread over an 
isotropic surface. Under such "ideal* conditions, centres will be 
distributed spatially at the apexes of a regular tessellation of 
i; 
equilateral triangles, each with surrounding hexagonal trade 
area. £ach higher order o£ centre will then be spaced at 
times the spacing of the next lower order; each higher order 
has three times the market area of each lower order, and so on. 
Chrlstaller formulated central place theory largely In 
geomatrlc terms, working out In details, the Implications of 
uniform tessellations of triangles and hexagone for regular 
hierarchies of centres. Unfortunately the uniform conditions 
postulated as leading to regular hierarchies are never found In 
reality population densities. Incomes, and lines of accessibility 
all vary considerably from place to place. If these variations 
were continuous over space. It would not be difficult to trans-
form them back to uniformity to see If regular hierarchies actu-
ally exist. The problem Is that geographic space contains many 
nongeographlc discontinuities. 
Losch Theory 
Following ChrIstaller•s original work there have been 
various attempts to refine his Ideas, one of the most Interesting 
being the scheme proposed by the German economist August losch. 
Losch again used hexagonal service areas as the basic units In 
his theoretical land scape, but allowed various hexagonal systems 
15 
to coexist . The resulting arrangement does not produce the 
"tiered*/ system of iirban centres suggested by Chrlstaller, 
but leads more or less, to a continuum of various sized towns 
and cities. Losh built a hierarchy of central places, starting 
from the lowest order and incorporating non service activities 
in its functions. He did not specify the niomber of lower order 
centres which can be served by a next higher order centre, nor 
did he put limits on the size of markets in the way Christaller 
did. 
The resulting clustering of spatial activities and 
interrelations among them; through various sizes of central 
places in the Loschean Model, will be as follows. 
1. One superior centre and all goods are produced over 
here. 
2. There is a division of labour and trade between centres 
and real specialization, i.e«, smaller centres supply larger 
centres with their specialized products, 
3. Concentration of centres exists in "city rich 
sectors*. 
4. Nothing can be said without further assumptions, about 
the relative sizes of centres, except that the superior one will 
be larger than all others, and centres with the same number of 
1^, 
functions does not necessary provides the same kinds of 
functions. 
5. With the assumption that the size of centres Is 
proportional to the number of plants. It can be said that with-
in ••clty-rlch" sector, the size of centres Increases with dis-
tance from the central place and that smaller centres tend to 
be located about half In between large ones, 
6. According to Losch, the vertical organization would 
be hierarchical, this Is doubtful and can not be proved without 
further assumption, 
Losch was concerned with the central problem of the 
location of economic activity and particularly with the creation 
of economic regions. His emphasis was therefore, like Chrlsta-
ller's on economic factors as against what he termed the "natur-
al" or "political" raw materials were to be equally dispersed 
over a flat plain characterized by a pattern of self sufficient 
farms equally spaced In the densest possible manner. 
When comparing the Loschlan model with that of Christa-
ller one should keep In mind that both assume homogenous and 
even demand for goods as the starting premise. Losch was more 
concerned with the secondary activities and the functioning of 
17 
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spa t i a l economy a t the micro-level, while Christaller s t a r t s 
from the macro-level and t es t s his system percolate to the 
micro-level. In the Loschian scheme, the central places need 
not be hierarchical and hence centres of the same size do not 
necessarily have to same range of goods. There are siibstantial 
differences between as well. The Loschian concept i s not as 
Schematic as that of C h r i s t a l l e r ' s . The two authors have similar 
fundamental ideas but they have Couched themselves in different 
arguments . 
Growth Pole Theory 
The concept of Growth Pole was developed by the French 
7 
regional economists, particularly Francois Perroux, in 1955 . 
Perroux was basically concerned with the phenomenon of economic 
development and with the process of structural change that 
accompanied this phenomenon. In this tneory of growth Pole, he 
attempted to explain how modern process of economic growth deviate 
ed from the stationery conception of equilibrium growth. In 
doing this ha based his argument heavily on Schumpater's theories 
of the role of innovations and large scale firms. In Schumpe-
ter's analysis, development occurs as a result of discontinuous 
spurts in a dynamic world. Such "discontinuous spurts* are 
in 
caused by the innovative entrepreneiar whose activities generally 
takes place in large scale firms. These large scale firms are 
able to dominate their environment in the sense of exercising 
reversible and partially reversible influences on other economic 
units by reason of their dimension, negotiating strength, and 
by the nature of their operations. 
The close relationship between scale of operation, domi-
nance, and impulses to innovate become the most important feat-
ures of Perroxix's theory and lead to the concept of dynamic pro-
pulsive firms and leading prospulsive industry. The character-
istics of a dynamic propulsive firms are that it is relatively 
large, has a high ability to innovate, belongs to a relatively 
fast growing sector, and the qiiantity and intensity of its inter-
relations with other sectors of the economy are important enough 
for the induced effects to be transmitted to them. The character-
istics of a leading propulsive industry are also similar. Such 
an industry has (i) highly advanced level of technology and mana-
gerial experties (ii) high income elasticity of demand for its 
products (iii) marked local multiplier effects and (iv) strong 
inter industry linkages with other sectors. Such linkages can 
be of two types forward linkages and backward linkages. In the 
case of the backward link an industry encourage investment in the 
earlier stages of production by expanding its demand for inputs 
0 
(which are the outputs of inaustrles in the earlier stages of 
production) • In case of forward linkage, an Industry encourages 
investment in the subsequent stages of production either by 
transmitting innovations or effects of innovation forward. One 
possibility is that as a result of Innovation, costs of product-
ion in the Industry decline. This could lead to a fall in the 
price of its output, if this happens, the demand for this 
industry's output by those Industries which use its output as 
input will Increase. 
Thus thera are two corner-stones on which Perroux bases 
g 
his theory . 
1. Schumpeterian theory of development. 
2. Theory of inter-industry linkages and industrial inter-
dependence. 
According to him growth does not appear every where and 
all at once; it appears in points or development poles, with 
variable intensities; it spread along diverse channels and with 
varying terminal effects to the whole of economy. The concept 
of Growth Pole is closely related to Perroux idea of economic 
field of forces consisting''of 
space as a^centres (or poles or foci)* from which centrifugal 
forces emanate and to which centripetal forces are attracted. 
Each centre being a centre of attraction and repulsion, has its 
> 1 
L. 1. 
proper field, which is set in the field of other centres, 
Perroux's concept of space was essentially an abstract 
one. It was Boudeville who gave it a regional characteristics 
9 
and a specific geographic content , Consequently it was with 
Bondeville tnat the growth Pole theory received a specific geo-
graphical and regional importance. He defined a regional growth 
Pole as a set of expanding industries located in an urban areas 
and including further development of economic activities through-
out zone of influence. The place where these "expanding* or 
"propulsive" or "dominant" industries are located in the regions 
becomes the Pole of the region and agglomaration tendencies are 
prcxnoted. Such tendencies arise because of external economies 
and result in polarization of economic activities around that 
Pole. The external economitss that became available in the 
area*- constituting the growth Pole of a region are basically of 
the following three types, 
1, Economies internal to the firms - These are the 
lower average costs of production resulting from an increased 
rate of output. These are the economies which any single firm 
by its own organization and efforts can enjoy. 
2. ficonoml<iS external to the firm but internal to the 
industry. On account of close locational proximity of linked 
Z l 
firms, as industry expands at a particular location, cost per 
unit of output to a firm declines, 
3. Economics external to the industry but internal to 
the urban area. These can be t-rmed urbanization econowlss. 
They include development of urban labour markets, access to a 
larger market, and provision of a wider range of services. 
In his theory of unbalanced growth A.O. Hirschman emphasi-
zes that because of these external economics there is a tendency 
among investors to concentrate in (and around) the growth Pole 
According td him, what appears to happen is that the external 
economics due to the Poles, though real, are consistently over-
estimated by the economic operators. Thus, a sort of "dualism* 
in the economic progress of nations develops - a country is 
splitup into developed and backward areas. 
23 
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CHAPTSR-II 
CONCSPT OF HIERARCHY AND ITS 3IGNIFICANCS 
Hierarchy might be used t o r e f e r t o a ranking of c i t i e s 
I n t o s u c c e s s i v e groups on the b a s i s of s i z e o r on var ious o t h e r 
f a c t o r s , Ihe word " h i e r a r c h y " I s n o t a geogxaphlcal te rm. 
L i t e r a l l y , i t means c l a s s i f i c a t i o n I n graded s u b d i v i s i o n s o r a 
body c l a s s i f i e d i n s u c c e s s i v e l y s u b o r d i n a t e grades . But i n 
u rban geography the concep t has a q u l r e d a s p e c i a l meaning, ""nie 
i d e a of urban h i e r a r c h y i s t h a t t h e r e e x i s t d i s c r e t e c l a s s e s of 
c e n t r a l p l ace s and a s s o c i a t e d groups of funct ions o rgan ized 
t o g e t h e r i n a n e s t i n g p a t t e r n . Whatever be v a r i a t i o n s i n the 
d e f i n i t i o n of towns, they a r e " c e n t r e s of p r o v i s i o n of e d u c a t i o n -
a l , h e a l t h , r e c r e a t i o n a l and c u l t u r a l s e r v i c e s and c r y s t a l l i s i n g 
p o i n t s of l o c a l and r e g i o n a l f e e l i n g and thought . The d e f i n i -
t i o n of an urban s e t t l e m e n t i s fundamental ly a q u e s t i o n of 
f unc t i on , n o t of p o p u l a t i o n , R i r t h e r , the urban s t a t u s of a 
town depends on the c h a r a c t e r and v a r i e t y of the func t ion with 
which i t i s endowed . I f we a s s e s s the r e l a t i v e Importance of 
u r b a n i s i n g f o r c e s , u t i l i t y and s e r v i c e s , an urban index can be 
awarded t o each of them. The a g g r e g a t e s co re of i n d i v i d u a l town 
can I n d i c a t e i t s r e a l s t a t u s and c h a r a c t e r , and thus a r r i v e a t 
t h e h i e r a r c h y of towns. I t has s e v e r a l synonyms such as s e t t l e -
ment h i e r a r c h y , c e n t r a l p l a c e h i e r a r c h y , urban systems or most 
commonly urban h i e r a r c h y . The most Impor tan t urban funct ions 
2 r' 0 
are those that a town performs for its surrounding region. 
Urban centres act as collecting and marketing points for the 
product of their surrounding territories and also as distri-
buting centres for goods from outside • Such functions are 
knovm as "Central Place* function, assignment of a tovm to 
a particular hierarchical class requires an assessment of 
this phenomenon. Sach system has a "vertical" dimension which 
appears in the order of settlements according to their populat-
ion size, amount of functions, and the size of their service 
areas. Hiis order constitut^es an urban hierarchy . Chris t e -
ller's work has been presented as a theoretical scheme for 
explaining the distributional pattern of xirban centres. An 
inherent part of his research, however. Involved the concept 
of hierarchy of central places. The modal states that central 
places belong to one or the other class of subsets. Sach 
possesses specific groups of central functions and is character-
ised by a discrete level of centres. According to Christaller's 
nesting pattern the smallest places have only the lowest -
order functions, the next order of places possess the same 
functions and another set of higher order activities and so 
on through the system upto the largest central place. 
In studies of service centres and hierarchy it is 
implicit that hierarchical status is not static. Though most 
Z\] 
centres maintain, over the years, a certain level as compared 
with neighbouring centres, some rise relative Importance and 
other decline. 
Central Places : 
Perhaps, Mark Jefferson was the first person who. In 
1931, used the term "central place" to denote a focus of manl-
7 
fold human activities, serving Its surrounding areas . 
Hans Carol says that the central place can be either 
the location of a single central function, such as the supply 
of consumer goods or medical care, or, as the term Is generally 
g 
Interpreted, the location of a group of central function , 
In a more concrete way, however the Idea of central 
place Is derived from Chrlstaller's assumption that a certain 
amount of productive land supports an urban centre or central 
place, which exists because of the necessity of providing goods 
and services for a complementary area. The basic element of a 
central place, according to Christaller. Is that such a place 
be a source of goods and services for an area larger than It-
self. The whole scheme Involves relations with Immediately 
surrounding areas. An Industry using raw materials from outside 
the local area, for example, and shipping all Its products to 
another locality Is not classed as a central service, and an 
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urban centre dotnlnated by such an industry or Industries 
might have very little importance as a central place. It 
follows that though one city may be considerably larger than 
another, it amay be less importance as a central place. 
Central Place Functions s 
TtiQ most important urban function are those that a 
town performs for its surrounding region urban centres act as 
collecting and marketing points for the products of their 
surrounding territories and also as distributing centres for 
goods from-outside such functions are known as "Central Place 
functions* and the centres performing them as "central places"9 
The central place functions that a centre performs tend 
to be more complex, the larger the centre. With minor exceptions 
each higher level of central place performs all functions avail-
able in smaller central places, and additional more centralized 
functions as well , 
Centrality t 
The term "nodality* was first used by Halford Mackinder , 
but this term was replaced by another term "centrality", follow-
ing the work of Christaller and Losch. Christaller defined the 
centrality of a place as the excess of central services over the 
ZH 
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needs of the central place but. It has been argued that 
centrallty should be based on services £or the centre Itself 
as well as for its surrounding area. In following out this 
Idea, the terms Internal service area and external service area 
have been used in referring to services to the city and to the 
12 
surrounding area respectively • Ullman has very rightly 
suggested that if one knew the average number of customers 
required to support certain specialized functions in various 
regions, then the excess of these functions over the normal 
requirement for the urban population would be a better measure 
of centrali-ty • Accordingly, the first step towards estimating 
centrallty indices was to find out how many persons engaged in 
trade and commerce at each town were required for serving the 
local population of the centre itself and also as to how many 
were extra who could be taken as being engaged In catering to 
the needs of the people of surrounding area. 
Centrallty is a basic principle in human affairs. In 
every inhabited area, where the economy is advanced above a 
purely self - sufficient subsistence level, there must be places 
for the exchange of goods and services, social and political 
development requires personal contact and communication. Further 
concentration of services is induced and each central place 
becomes botn a market outlet and a service centre for people liv-
ing in the surrounding territory. These reciprocal relationships 
oO 
of central places with adjacent market or service areas have 
been accepted as axioms In geography and In certain related 
14 
social services 
Complementary Region s 
The region for which a central place Is centre Is 
designated as the complementary region. Terms such as market 
region, trade area, market outlet, sphere of urban influence, 
hinterland,umland, and service area are also used as synonyms. 
Ideally, the complementary area for each central place, whatever 
Its level, should approximate a circle with radial traffic routes 
converging at the centre . Smaller circles, arranged radically, 
would fall within a larger circle that formed the service area 
of a larger central place and this larger circle would In turn 
be one of the radially arranged groups surrounding a much larger 
central place. 
But cities do not use space efficiently. Tangent circle 
would leave unserved space, and overlapping circles would mean 
competition In the overlapping areas. Chrlstaller estimated this 
difficulty, theoretically, by using a pattern of hexagons Instead 
of circles Hexagons are the figures most nearly approximating 
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Sconocnlc dlatanca and Range of Goods s 
In the system of urban places distance plays a signi-
ficant role. Not only in urban system but in acono.nic system 
also, distance is a decisive factor. The distance does not 
mean the distance in terrr.s of miles and kilometres. It is the 
distance in economic advantage. This "economic distance** is 
determined by the costs of frelgat Insurance and storage^ The 
range of goods (services or merchandise) offered at the place. 
Theoretically the upper limit of this range is tne maximum 
possible radius of sales, Beyond this limit the price of goods 
Is too high for it to be sold« either because of distance results 
in too high a price, or because of the greater proximity of 
consumers to an alternate centre. The lower limit of the range 
is the radius that enclose the minimum number of consumers nece-
ssary to provide a sales volume adequate for the goods to be supp-
lied profitably from the central place. The lower limit clrcumb-
scrlbes the region with the smallest number of sales which must 
exist In ord(dr to offer the central goods at a central place in 
the region, while che apper limit circumscribes that region in 
which sale of central goods may be possible at all. This means 
both limits determine the smallest area and the largest comple-
mentary region of a central place as regards maintaining the 
production and sale of the goods. 
3, J 
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Development of Centxal Places $ 
There Is a positive correlation between the consumption 
of central goods and the development of central places. The 
consumption of goods is inversely proportional to distance from 
central place i.e., it diminishes ou'-side the central place 
and vise versa. Central goods are frequently of social nature. 
So, individual inhabitants living on a dispersed farm and the 
farmers have less desire to social intercourse. Every central 
The whole fabric 
place has its ownhinterland or catchment area<i^ of hierarchic 
studies involves relations with catchment area. The larger the 
centre the more complex centralized functions it perform^ and 
the greater the tributary area. The smaller the centre, the 
lesser the functions and the tributary area. Lower level centres 
of the next higher order. They serve in a structural relation-
ship as central places for tributary regions. 
Functions are the basic elements for the origin of 
a central place over a spatial land-scape. No central place 
can exist without function and no function can exist without 
central place, i.e., both are co-existent. A function is that 
which is performed to serve the surrounding area according to 
its magnitude and a central place is that whicn performs those 
functions absolutely for its surrounding area, i.e., the central 
place exists on the support of surrounding area only. If such 
ar. 
support is not extended by surrounding area the centre turns 
into a nodal centre which is not regarded as true central 
place . 
Threshold Population t 
Chrlstaller did not use this term "population threshold* 
but the concept is implied in his construct. The concept of 
population threshold is complementary to the concept of the 
17 
range of goods . Threshold is the fundamental concept of 
central place theory since it determines the frequency of occ-
uranca of business types in the landscape and hence their 
18 
spacing . It refers to the minimioin amount of sales required 
for the firm's support. It is the conditions of entry, failure 
to satisfy the threshold indicates that in the short run the 
firm can not survive, it will fail and ultimately disappear 
from the landscale. Threshold population has been defined as 
the minimum population size of an urban centre which will support 
an urban centre and in turn urban function. Thus in a certain 
locality barber shops may be rare in villages with less than 
300 inhabitants. This, therefore, marks the approximate thre-
shold population for barber shops in the locality. 
In economic terms threshold population means the mini-
mum demand to make such an offering viable. Assuming uniformity 
of income, consumption and taste it can be measured in terms of 
population numbers in a certain locality. 
J*. 
Chrls ta l le r 'a Hierarchy 
Chrlstal ler developed his theoretical system to Include 
various levels or orders of central places. He computed the 
populations of these places, the i r dlstaix:es^3art, and the 
s izes and populations of thei r t r ibutary areas In accordance 
with hexagonal theory. 
The smallest uni t which Chrls tal ler Included In his 
scheme, the market town, had a population of 1,000 and was 
19 assumed to l i e 4.5 miles from i t s nearest neighbours . This 
distance was, by design, calculated so that from any part of 
i t s service area the market town could be reached in approxi-
mately a one hour walk. In other words, the cost of reaching 
a service centre increased outward in a l l directions upto an 
economic l imit se t by transport costs and travel time; beyond 
tha t point i t cost less to t ravel to another centre of equal 
or higher rank. The market town, according to Chr l s ta l l e r ' s 
estimates for Southern Germany, had a tributary area of 17 
square miles, and th i s t r ibutary area had a population of app-
roximately 3,000. 
Seven Level of Central Places s 
Though the market town was the smallest service centre 
and basic element, Chrls ta l ler considered that in a l l there 
61 
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were seven l e v e l s of c e n t r a l p l a c e s (Table 1>. 
T a b l e - l t 
Some d a t a for t h e v a r i o u s s i z e s of u rban c e n t r e s 
a c c o r d i n g t o C h r l s t a l l e r ' s h i e r a r c h y . 
Grades of 
Urban Cent res 
Towns No 1 T r i b u t a r y 
P o p u l a t i o n Di s t ance Cent res Area 
a p a r t Popu-
(mile) l a t i o n 
Sq. 
mil, 
I. Market Town 
II. Township centre 
III. Country seat 
IV. District city 
V. Small state 
capital 
VI. Provincial head 



























54 350000 1390 
162 1000000 4170 
486 3500000 12500 
Each place performed the functions characteristic of 
its grade or rank and all those of lower - order centre as 
well. This is referred to as a "nesting" pattern of lower-order 
d.i 
trade areas within the trade areas of higher order 
centres. 
Throughout, the distance between adjacent similar 
centres amounted to the distance >/T times between those of the 
preceedlng category. For Instance, 4.5x = approximately 
7,5; 7,5 X -Js = approximately 13; etc. According to 
Christaller, the numbers of representatives of the seven levels 
of central places tend to follow a theoretical norm from the 
largest to the smallest as follows t 
It2x6tlds54tl62s486. 
General Criticisms of the Central Place Theory t 
Although distortions due to a variety of local factors 
are to be expected, other objections to the theory have been 
advanced. For Instance, Christaller has been criticized, for 
Insistence, upon the hexagonal pattern of service areas. Although 
he notes the linear arrangements of centres along long-distance 
transport routes, and although he recognizes the large scale 
manufacturing In creating population concentrations, he discounts 
such controls In favour of his service area principle and has 
based his conclusion on assumption rather than upon empirical 
evidence. Of course, the whole Idea was designed as a 
deductive theory. 
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According to Ullrnan, there are several respects In 
which the theory has been found not to work out well. For 
Instance', It has been pointed out that most of the cities of 
Germany are not real central places but. Instead, Industrial 
centres or villages of farmers. And actual counts and measure-
ments In fairly uniform agrlcultxxral areas In other parts of 
the world, do not check with chrlstaller's findings as well as 
might be expected. Indeed, It has not been established that 
central places of the same rank are not randomly distributed. 
It needs hardly be mentioned that the system of central 
places Is by no means static. It is constantly changing with 
changing conditions. 
One of the most striking examples of this is the effect 
of changing transportation. With the relative increase of 
highway use, rail roads have lost much of their local traffic, 
being replaced by trucks and automobiles. Since good roads 
are more uniform over the land scape than railways, the change, 
theoretically, should result in a more perfect pattern of central-
place distribution. But the good highways have had another 
effect. More people go longer distances to the larger centres 
for services that they formerly received in the local market 
towns, and<. as a result, the smaller centres are getting 
smaller and the larger centres larger. Various' other developments 
also help to alter the system of central places through time. 
Undoubtedly, local booms, droughts, and the like have affected 
the pattern. 
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The p r e s e n t s tudy d e a l s wi th an impor tan t a s p e c t i n the 
f i e l d of r e g i o n a l p lann ing and development. 
Every count ry i n t h e p r e s e n t day world, whatever i t s 
s o c i a l , p o l i t i c a l and economic system, i s embarked on a p lanned 
b a s i s of development . As such , p lann ing for ba lanced r e g i o n a l 
and s o c i a l development has becane an e f f e c t i v e s u b j e c t for a 
m u l t i d i s c i p l i n a r y s tudy as a l s o a t o o l for a c t i o n i n d i v e r s e 
f i e l d s of a c t i v i t i e s . For developing c o u n t r i e s l i k e I n d i a wi th 
m u l t i - f a c e t e d problems c r y i n g for irmiediate s o l u t i o n , b u t wi th 
l i m i t e d working resoiorces and manifold h\rnan o b s t r u c t i o n s and 
r e s i s t a n c e s , i t i s a s i ne -quanon for adop t ion as a working t o o l 
and has a g r e a t r e l e v a n c e i n n a t i o n a l r e c o n s t r u c t i o n . This has 
been recogn ized , and t h i s coun t ry has made p lanning t h e most 
e f f e c t i v e t o o l and has been s e a r c h i n g as how t o g e n e r a t e p r o c e s s e s 
which l e a d t o n a t i o n a l development and economic u p l i f t . Regional 
p l a n n i n g as p a r t of t h e o v e r - a l l n a t i o n a l p lanning i s be ing 
e n e r g i z e d t o under take t h e problem of ba lanced development . Yet, 
development economis ts , p l a n n e r s and o t h e r s who execu te t h e p l ans 
and academicians have no t y e t t h r a s h e d out t h e problems invo lved 
i n a c o o r d i n a t e d e f f o r t s . For example Uobanizat ion i n d u s t r i a l -
i z a t i o n and economic development p r o c e s s a r a h i g h l y c o r r e l a t e d 
and r a t h e r i n t e r d e p e n d e n t , y e t l i t t l a has been done t o 
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recognize the problems Involved, much less to solve them. 
TSiera is a crying need for launching out a policy of 
urbanization industrialization - economic development, not only 
at the national, regional and local level, but also on the 
basis of comparatively developed, less developed, underdeveloped 
and underdeveloped regions and locai-as. Identification of these 
regions is a necessity. The present research will help to iden-
tify these areas. Town and country planning has been given the 
task of rural-urban integration but it suffers from lack of even 
a clear-cut policy. We for example, shall discuss the policy 
as well as ways and means to achieve a generative urbanization at 
national, regional and local level within the larger frame of 
desired economic development, social justice and modernization 
as well as balanced regional development. 
On the basis of threshold popvilations we can suggest a 
settlement to have a required activity e.g. hospital or school. 
By this study we can find-out the gap among the grades of sett-
lements and suggestions could be made to raise the status of the 
lesser developed places. We could also produce an appropriate 
model which may lead to the organization of a rational settle-
ment system. If the hierarchical classes are sviccessfxally 
brought out the work may have an extra practical value. The 
4'* 
study may help In sieving out towns and regions with unsatis-
factory provision of services and aminities, to which priority 
20 
should be given in a place for the improvement of urban services 
If we assess the relative Importance of urbanizing forces, 
utility and services, au urban index can be awarded to each of 
them. The aggregate score of individual town can indicate its 
real status and character. The hierarchy thus arrived at would 
obviously be different from the rather vague and rough classi-
fication adopted by the census of India, which is normally based 
on the size of urban population. Indeed, this task should be 
carried out by hierarchical researches. 
After the hierarchical classification we may examine the 
spatial arrangement of towns according to different grades and 
natural regions to bring to limelight various physical and 
cultural factors Influencing the emerging patterns of concentr-
ation or dispersion of the centres. We could also find out the 
factors which cause the actual urban size hierarchy to deviate 
from the expected one. Thxis the research would help to catego-
rize the centres of a region in suitable hierarchical grades 
and to suggest the assignment of specific tasks to each grade of 
service centres which would help the growth impulses and economic 
advancement in the country to "trickle down* to smaller places. 
Indeed, this type of research is of utmost importance in our 
national planning. 
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CHAPT£R-III 
A CRITICAL ASSESSiMaNT OF THg WORK DONS 
The question of ranking of settlement has become crucial 
in the studies of settlement system and their associated features 
(Snalles 1944; Briish 1953; Bracy 1956; Grove and Huszar 3 964; 
Davles 1966; Wanmall 1970; Sen and others 1971; Wanraall 1971). 
In recent years It has ceased to be a purely academic Interest 
and has Intended to assume some very deflnlt applied connotat-
ion. This Is of course, more true In a country such as India, 
where the studies of settlement hierarchies have been used In 
finding solutions to the problems of regional development. 
Although Chrlstaller Indicated that the centrallty of settlement 
can be Identified by considering the type and level of functions 
performed/ he himself used the value of telephone densities as 
an Indicator of centrallty. Fxirther, as Davles notes, Chrlstall-
er's measures of Importance was based upon *a subjective demar-
cation of grades In what seems, from his results, to have been a 
continuum values* (Davles 1966) , 
In contrast to Chrlstaller's theoretical approach there 
has been a a great deal of empirical work done on the subject 
soma of the work has designed to check Chrlstaller's results In 
one way or another Impinges on his theory, much of It, however. 
consists simply of Investigations of the urban hierarchy In 
various areas. Such studies seem generally to have had as 
their goals the setting up of widely acceptable systems of 
dividing urban centre Into vertical groups or orders on the 
basis of services they perform and the development of generali-
zations about the several orders. 
People have attacked the problem of the urban hierarchy 
In various ways. No one study necessarily represents the right 
way. Each has added to the total picture. This chapter Is to 
discuss representative contributions, more or less In choronolo-
glcal order and then to try to sum up the accomplishments they 
represent. The urban hierarchy Is an aspect of urban geography 
In which American Geographers, followed tne lead of British geo-
graphers, a fact that Is reflected In the large amount of space 
devoted here to discussions of British studies. 
There are two main approaches In hierarchy research. The 
rank of a place as a service centre generally has been determined 
in either of two ways. One of these involves assessment of the 
goods and services available in centres. The otner general method 
of approach focusses on measurement of the area dapenaent on each 
centre for goods and services. Both types of studies are present-
ed in this cnapter as well as soma others that use slightly 
:)0 
2 different methods in determining hierarchical status , 
British Approach 
The earliest British attempt was that of Dickinson, R.5. 
who examined the urban Influence of Leeds and Bradford In as 
early as 1930. Ha considers the business and Insurance firms, 
newspapers circulation. Influence of higher educational centres, 
retail shops dependent on the Industrial firms and thereby deter-
mines the umland of Leeds and Bradford very effectively and to 
this zone of influence he gives the name "Yorksnire Region" , 
Smailes 's Work 
One of the earliest and most comprehensive of the attempts 
to arrive at an urban hierarchy was Smaile's ranking of the urban 
4 
centres of Bngland and Wales , It was based upon an assessment 
of business and services available. 
Smailes first set himself the task of deciding on those 
indices that are most significant in grading urban centres and 
yet are widely applicable. He did not contend that he would 
achieve sharply defined grades or levels of towns, since, he said. 
61 
the urban seale is essentially a continuous one. Moreover, 
urban centres are constantly rising and slipping back In the 
urban scale, so that any system of ranking Is for a particular 
period of time only. 
In an another study Smalles, attempted to arrive at a 
comprehensive classification of urban groups in fingland and 
Wales according to rank i.e., the degree of urban Influence. 
According to him such an assessment of comparative status and 
graded order of towns, is what he call "horizontal distribution 
of towns" . 
Criticism s 
1. He does not discuss his soxirce of data. 
2. No where does he give population figures to various ranks of 
urban centres. 
3. Smalles's map showing the location and spacing of his five 
grades of centres do not appear to reflect Chrlstaller's 
hexagonal scheme. 
Whether the final product of Smalles's work has a hierarchy 
or a classification but largely it is a matter of definition. No 
doubt he attempted to arrive at classes separated by actual breaks, 
but the urban hierarchy continuum agrument was not under way. 
GRSSN'S WORK 
After six years of Smailes, in 1950, another British 
geographer, F.H.W. Green, accomplished a good work on the subject 
of hierarchy . According to Green a place Is considered as a 
fourth-order centre If it has operating frcm it a bus line which 
serves only places smaller than itself. The place of origin 
qualifies a fourth-order centre when at least one local route 
emanates from it, serving only a neighbouring tillages. 
The method he used may be described as follows. The time 
tables for the ordinary local buses were obtained which run on 
schedule picking up passengers at recognised stops, and from the 
time table, he determined the towns from which at least sane buses 
operate that serve no place larger than themselves. Then, for 
each a diagram was drawn on tracing paper showing bus lines radi-
ating from the centres. Then, placing the diagrams in their rela-
tive positions on a map, he drew the hinterland boundrles. The 
boundaries thus drawn wera some what subjective, but he thought 
of them as transitions rather than clean breaks and compared them 
to watersheds. 
Conunents 
I t is Interesting to note that Green's bus technique resul ts 
in about the same number of centres in England and Wales as the 
6:) 
t o t a l of sub-towns and higher in Smailes's ear l ier study. But 
not a l l centres qualify according to both systems. Thus some 
of Green's fourth order centres in sparcely inhabited areas 
do not possess the minimum number of f ac i l i t i e s to qualify as 
a sub-town or higher according to Smailes's method. 
Brush's Work 
In 1953, John S. Brush's study of the urban hierarchy in 
South Western Wisconsin, l ike Smailes's work on England Wales, i s 
primarily based on assessment of the business and services exis t -
7 Ing in centres . Brush uses s ta r shaped graphs to represent the 
central services of each trade centre . The limits of service areas 
of centres are determined from t ra f f i c divides, using s ta te high-
ways commission data. Brush works chiefly with small xirban cent-
res , re la t ing the functions to a s ize c lass i f ica t ion - hamlets, 
v i l lages , and towns. 
CCTimient 
Brush designed his study in part to check Chrlstaller's 
ideas, but he also comments on the relation of his work to the 
findings of Smailes and Carol. The farmstead, he says, possesuas 
the lowest degree of centrality and, in Wisconsin, should hardly 
lit 
be regarded as a level in the hierarchy. The lowest level of 
agglomaratlon In the area in which Brush worked is the hamlet 
or single - service centre, spaced at 2.5 to 5.5 miles bxlt with 
fewer than 100 inhabitants. 
Bracv's Work 
In 1954, Bracy focussed on the area served by a place 
rather than on an assessment of goods and services available . 
Bracy claims that a direct count of shops, services, and profe-
ssion in an urban centres as a method of measuring its centzallty 
is all right for places not exeeding 2000 in population, but 
that for towns and larger villages it is more satisfactory to 
work from small villages and find out what larger centres they 
use for what services. 
Bracy used a specific questionnaires, to obtain this 
information, from parishes (small villages) in a count in 
South Western England. Sixteen services were listed in quest-
ionnires which were sent to the head teachers of scnools, chair-
man of Parisn Councils, Clergymen and other responsible persons. 
Each service is allotted 1 point. For each Parish there is a 
total of fifteen points which may be credited to one town or 
distributed among several. The total of all the village scores 
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attained by a city is its "index of centrality". 
Six towns stand out above all others as rural service 
centres, having the six highest indices, throughout most of the 
list the decline from one centre to the next is small. Then 
Bracy calls attention to two other towns that should be added 
to the first six, making a total of eight which he says have 
certain common distinctive features and which msf be called 
"district centre", Sach has a rural service area of at least 
100 square miles, with population of approximately 20,000. 
In his second grade, Bracy includes the next towns in the 
order of their indices of centrality. These indices range from 
169 through 85, According to Bracy the centres of this grade 
might be considered "Local Centres". 
Bracy points out that Smailes, in his study of the urban 
hierarchy in England and wal«3, classifies as minor cities or 
major towns several places that, Bracy, classes as district cent-
res. Four of Smailes towns appear as district centres and the 
others, with one exception, are local centres according to Bracy's 
classification. But differences of this sort are to be expected 
since Smailes's study was essentially an urban classification and 
that of Bracy grades places for their rural service only. 
0(1 
Carter's Work 
In studies of central places and the urban hierarcny 
it Is Implicit that hierarchical status is not static. Though 
most centres maintain, over the years, a certain level as 
compared with neighbouring centres, some rise in relative 
importance, and others decline. Harold Carter, emphasizes the 
value of historical geography in hierarchy studies, and specially 
the value of developing urban hierarchies for past periocteand of 
outlining the areas served by the various centres for each 
period . 
Carter goes on to discuss the difficulties he encountered 
in attempting to set up hierarchies. Carter emphasized that the 
hierarchy for each period should be regarded as an end in itself. 
Carruthers'a Work 
Another British geographer, Carruthers has discussed more 
fully the use of bus services in defining the higher orders of 
centres and their hintar lands . Carruthers method involves 
first determining for each place the number of bus journeys 
made into or through the towns and second, calculating the 
niimber of these journeys that serve no place larger than the 
town itself. This information, together with more subjective 
0 I 
Information about the various urban centres of England and 
Wales were plotted on maps which forms the basis for Carru-
the r ' s definit ion of second - and third - order centres and 
the i r hinterlands. He subdevided the thi rd order centres into 
3A, 3B, 3C, and general. He has also devided the fourth-order 
centres into three sub-classes and the second order centres in-
to two# and discussed possible correlations between his several 
levels of centres and those arrived a t by Smailes. 
Carol 's Work 
In 1960, after 10 years of Green's work, Hans carol for-
mulated his hierarchical work in Switzerland . The hierarchy 
idea was put a step further by Carol, applying it to the busi-
ness areas within cities. He distinguished four distinct levels 
by studying the various central services in Zurich and Switzerland 
Each higher order of district was found to have all services of 
the lower orders as well as special services of its own. 
The Work of Berry and Garrison 
Berry and Garrison, 1958, brought an outstanding work in 
central place in the United States. According to them there were 
0 > 
several reasons to produce evidence of a system of classes of 
12 
central places (a hierarchical class system) . A considerable 
body of theory relating to city size function, and arrangement 
had accumulated, that a hierarchical class system existed. 
There was ample evidence that other implications of the theory 
were valid, namely, that larger centres are functionally more 
complex than smaller centres, with this increasing functional 
complexity being accompanied by increasing size of the urban com-
plementary region. There was evidence, too, that by virtue of the 
differential provision of central fiinctions there was interdepen-
dence between urban centres in the provision of central goods and 
services. On the other hand no satisfactory evidence had been 
provided that a hierarchical class system of centres did indeed 
exist. 
In the latter study of South Western Iowa along with his 
earlier work in Snoliomish, the field work amounted, first of 
all to an inventory of establlsnments performing central function-
3 , During the work in South Western Iowa every such building 
was located on a map and the fvmctions indicated. Maps of trade 
areas were constructed, for selected establishments in a sample 
of twenty central places, and interviews were conducted with cus-
tomers at central places and with individuals at their homes. In 
this as complete data as possible were obtained regarding the 
'J.i 
central functions performed by each place. 
These data were ranked and, with the use of various 
statistical techniques, the data were analyzed to see to what 
extent there were steplike breaks and to what extent only 
continuous functional relations existed. The authors point out 
that their empirical evidence does, Infact, Identify hierarchies 
but, on the other hand, does not disprove the existence of a 
contlnutim. 
Work of Iqrtldar Hasan Zaldl 
An outstanding work on hierarchy was accomplished by a 
14 Pakistani geographer, Iqtldar Hasan Zaldl . He points out that 
the size and complexity of function of a centrajl place provide 
momentum whereas the hinterland provides dynamism for Its succ-
essful functioning . In stimulating Interaction the threshold 
quality of a central place plays as Important a role as the 
tributary area Itself. The process of Interaction Is, however. 
Intertwined with transportation and communication facilities 
In the light of the above review we may note, however, that many 
of the indices taken in Western countries can not be used in the 
present day Indian context. As for example, news paper circulat-
ion, telephone calls, milk delivery can not be much useful. The 
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. indices found in Indian conditions are entirely different from 
the western countries. Also there is the fact that there is a 
relative paucity of data as far as India is concerned. 
In India the efforts based on the modern concept of 
service centres and their urnland have been carried out fruit-
fully by a number of geographers. In eastern Uttar Pradesh 
R.L. Singh and several others have tried to analyse the signi-
ficance of the service centres like Varanasl« Mlrzapur, Gorakh-
pur, Allahabad, Kanpur, Barhaj .etc. They have, on the lines of 
previous studies very fruitfully employed the indices of the 
supply of milk, vegetable and grains, etc^ to these centres and 
have also at the same time brought about the educational, medical 
and traffic influences of these centres over the surrounding 
region. These writers have also tried to recognise inner and 
outer zones of umland for such Indian urban centres. 
17 Enayat Ahmad in attempting to give a subjective view 
of the umlands of the principal cities of Bihar appears to have 
18 followed Chrlstaller's idea on the one hand and fidgar Kant on 
the other. He has very aptly tried to bring about a clear plct-
19 
ure of the hierarchy of towns in Bihar . V.L. Parkasa Rao has 
triad to distinguish the urban hierarchy in the case of the 
20 towns of Mysore State . Based on the sample study of seven 
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towns of Mysore State with respect to services and amenities 
and bus service frequancy, he distinguishes several types of 
the centres as a bus service junction, intermediary point, a 
terminus or all« A centre in Rao's Scheme belongsto the highest 
hierarchical order if the bvis frequency at it exeeds 100 servic-
es; while a centre with less than 16 service schedules in the 
various direction is considered as belonging to the last i.e. 
5th order. The degree and extent of influence of each town is 
measured by the area that is derived by the formula 
U 
Where "D" stands for the area of influence, "T" for 
the total population of the centre concerned while **A" and **U" 
stand 'for the total area and total urban population respectively 
for the entire region in which the centre is located. 
It will thus be seen that the Indian writers have tried 
as far as possible to assess the significance of the service 
centres and their hierarchy in the Indian context. 
In India transport index has been \xsed in »Vest Bengal by 
21 Ashok and others , They used both rail and road transport as 
a composite index and successfully determined a central place 
hierarchy very similar to Christaller's theoretical norms of 
central places. 
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Mayfiald used the range of central goods in order to 
measure centrallty in Punjab , On the basis of Christalier 
he showed that there existed a hexagonal pattern of service 
centres. Christalier had suggested that there may be regional 
variation in them, while he was discussing the categories of 
range factor. This was also demonstrated by iMayfield in 
Punjab^-^. 
Factors, such as administration. Physiography and ind-
ustrialization may be used to measure the centrality of a 
24 place, given by Kar . Through his study he found that the 
central position of Calcutta was appreciated by the British as 
far back as 1690, for the town offered Physiographic advantages 
to become a centre of railways, shipping and manufacturing. 
But, it remains questionable, whether, these factors could 
be applied as measures of centrality in India, which has a very 
different physical, cultural and economic environment. 
GSNERAL PROBLEM IN HISRARCHY WORK 
Researchers who have been working in this field of urban 
hierarchy have been attempting to demonstrate the broad ranks 
or classes of urban centres can be differentiated on the basis of 
b:i 
characteristic central place functions as distinct from popula-
tion or administrative status. But do the several classes that 
are differentiated actually exist as discrete entities. It may 
be argued that the classes exist only in arbitrary form; that 
the number of classes in the average hierarchical study is the 
result of an arbitrary decision. It means that the discretion 
of researchers, there may be more or fewer classes in number. 
The line which devides the one class and the next also depends 
upon the will of the workers. 
Actually, the idea of distinct classes with real breaks 
between them is rooted in Christaller's work and is infact in-
herent in his theory. The discrete population levels of the 
central places of each class are considered to arise because the 
income which supports the population of a central place is brou-
ght into the centre by the activities which provide goods and 
services for surrounding consumer. Since central places of each 
class possess discrete groups of activities, they should also 
tend to have discrete population levels and have service areas 
of different sizes. But, inspite of the logic of Christaller's 
system, the question remains, do such discrete classes actually 
exist ? CJr are they arbitrarily delimited along what is in 
reality a continuum ? 
G4 
If a hierarchy of xirban centres can be differentiated 
for one area^ does it follow that it is a ixniversal hierarchy ? 
Will the fourth order as determined in Western Surope corres-
pond closely to the fourth order as determind in the U.S. ? 
This hardly seems probable to the degree that hierarchy can 
be differentiated, they may vary by countries, or even. 
There is little point in seeking comnon criteria for 
establishing the ranks of the urban hierarchies in two systems 
as distinct as those of Britain and Franca far less in respect 
of those of the United States and India. The effort should be 
made to see whether the methods used for the identification of 
hierarchy with reference to other parts of India were applicable 
in the study region and secondly, whether it is feasible to 
derive objective hierarchical groupings by combining the relev-
ant elements of different qvialitative and quantitative approachesi 
In India studies related to central place hierarchy, as 
such, are qviite few. The studies which have come to light 
vary widely in their areal coverage (ranging from Taluka or 
Tahsil to a State), objectives and approach. The administrative 
units taken as the base, more often them not, cut across a 
central place system as defined with respect to the complemen-
tary region of a metropolitan centre or city. The pursuit of 
b'] 
discerning hierarchy In such an artificial system Is bound 
to be arbitrary unless the area under study Is large enough 
and Its boundaries sufficient sharp to make It a fairly inte-
grated system. 
The hierarchy question, however. Is only one aspect of 
research dealing with central place theory. People whose 
Interests lies.In this general field are at work examining vari-
ous Implications of the central place system. Unquestionably, 
Chrlstaller's spatial model of central places has given rise to 
most active research cluster In India also. 
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CHAPTER-IV 
GSQGRAPHY OF THS AR£A 
Ihe region covered by the present study is Bihar plain. 
Ihis region consists of all the territory lying to the north 
of the Ganga, except the Himalyan foothills in Champaran, and 
all the plain tract which lies to the South of the Ganga and 
to the north of the Bihar plateau. The contour line of 150 
metres is the approximate limit of demarcation between the south 
Bihar plain and the Bihar plateau. The south Bihar plain covers 
Shahabad north of the Kaimur plateau, the plains of the plamu 
District in the N. Koel re-entrant, the entire district of Ratna 
and the major portion of the district of Gaya (except the southern 
margin of the district occupied by the Chotanagpxor plateau) . 
There is a very narrow alluvial apron along the Ganga in the 
north and east of Santhal Parganas district, which also forms 
part of Bihar plain. Bihar plain forms a major eastern section 
of the Middle Ganga Valley and lies between 24»25' and 27»31' 
north latitudes and between 83*20* and 88*32* east longitudes. It 
stretches for an average distance of about 250 kilometres from 
the border of Nepal in the north to the steep scarpment of Chota-
nagpur plateau in the south, and about 400 kilometres on an 
average from Buxar along its border with Uttar Pradesh to Rajmahal 
on the Ganga over looking the deltaic tracts of west Bengal in the 
east. 
PHYSICAL SSTTING 5 
The Bihar plain lies In the transitional section between 
the upper Ganga plain and the deltaic low-lands o£ Bengal, and 
forms a major eastern part of the Middle Ganga Plain. The whole 
plain In general slopes towards the east as Is evidenced by 
the flow of the Ganga river. The Ganga as a matter of fact, 
divides the Bihar plain Into two distinct sections viz. North 
Bihar Plain and South Bihar Plain. 
North Bihar 
Figure shows that the Ganga from Biixar to Rajmahal 
flows close to the southern margin of the great alluvial plain. 
This Is due to the enormous quantity of silt brought down by 
the Hlmalyan rivers and the comparatively small supply furnished 
by those streams which debouch on to the Ganga valley from the 
south. The northern portion of the plain has consequently been 
raised and the main drainage of the whole area Is forced to find 
Its way as close to the hills of the southern margin as it can . 
As a rule much of this deposltlonal plain is composed relatively 
of higher but flat "Bhangar" lands through which the rivers cut 
their "Khadar" valleys at depths ranging from 15 to 60 metres, 
2 below the general level . It is Important to note that North 
Bihar i s traversed by a ser ies of southward flowing tr ibutary 
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streams such as the Ghaghra, the Great Gandak the Burhi Gandak, 
the Kosi, etc. which all ultimately drain themselves into the 
Ganga in the south. These Himalyan streams emerging front outer 
Himalyas, deposit huge loads in the shape of alluvial fans, 
which sometimes touch and extend southwards in the Bihar plain 
too. These are due to the fact that the gradient becomes gentle 
and the swiftness of the current is checked, so that the streams 
tend to deposit their loads. 
In the southern section, on account of greater flatness 
and low lying nature of the region, there is thus a constant ten-
dency for streams to change their covirse. They very often cut 
across the meanders and split up into a number of channels, so 
that there is not only the general tendency of re-distributing the 
alluvium within its bed and banks, but rather the alluvium is 
spread far beyond the river banks, over a greater part of the 
surrounding country on account of flooding. Flooding is thus 
a characteristics feature of the southern section of the North 
Bihar plain. 
It may be seen from figure that in the North Bihar plain, 
there occurs no hills which might break the monotony of the 
levelled topography. There may be slight elevations here and there 
but these are either the sites of some towns or sacred places of 
72 
past days or may be the nodular limestone uplands occurring 
specially along the Nepal border. Topographically, however, the 
plain Is remarkably homogenous and for hundreds of kilometres 
the only noticeable relief is that of flood plain bluff and belts 
of ravines along some of the larger streams . On minute obser-
vations, however, it is evident that important surface differences 
occur on account of the "Bhangar* (older alluvium) deposits which 
have formed higher land in cornparison to the lowlands that are 
occupied by recent "Khadar" (New alluvium) deposits. Besides these 
main relief and structural differences, appreciable topographic 
changes can also be noticed which are associated with the numerous 
shifts and diversions of the rivers. North Bihar can thus, be 
devided into distinct traats viz., (a) the "Bhangar" lands of the 
west (b) the Burhi Gandak - Baghmati Khadar Doab which is subject-
ted to great inundations during the rains, and forms the lowland 
of marshes and Jhllls, (c) the submontane alluvial undulating 
tract of Bhangar deposits of the north (d) the Kosi flood plain -
vast low lying sandy grassy country with abondoned channels of 
streams which have shifted westward and cause enormous devastat-
ions by flood. 
« South Bihar 
X 
In the portion of Bihar plain stretching from the south 
of the Ganga to the outskirts of the plateau, the alluvial 
7 a 
deposits appears to thin out quickly southward. The effect of 
recent alluvial action Is less marked here than In the North 
Bihar, specially towards the east where the outlying hills and 
the undulations of the Bihar plateau approach more and more 
towards the Bihar plain. The plains In the west are In general 
wider and the maximum width of some 137 kilometres occur along 
84*30' S. The plains narrow down gradually towards the east 
upto the Santhal F&rganas where the Rajmahal hills abut almost 
directly on the Ganga and they become narrow Ganga Raveraln 
strips and extend for a few furlongs on either side of the Sahlb-
ganj loop line of the Eastern Railways. 
The Alluvial tract In general slopes gently to the Ganga 
on the north and Is Intersected by several rivers and artificial 
Irrigation channels. Along the southern bank of the Ganga, occa-
sionally there occurs a strip of high ground about 6 km. broad 
which presents an effective barrier to the flood waters. 
Although permanent marshes are of Insignificant size In 
these plains of the south, much of the area specially in the lower 
parts of Shahabad, Patna and Bhagalpur districts are flooded In 
the rains. The Shahabad and Patna plains or the lowlylng plains 
south of the Ganga show characteristics similar to that of the 
North Bihar plain. 
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Itiysically, south Bihar can also be subdevlded into 
distinct tracts viz., (a) the narrow Gangetic riverain strip 
of shifting channels, diaras and high banks, (b) the Tal or 
Chaur lands, a treeless lowlying inundated country, (c> the 
lower extensively irrigated alluvial plains (d) the higher 
southern plain with outliers of Bihar plateau here and there and 
(e) the Kharagpur hills. 
Vegetation 
Inspite of its topographic monotony the scenery of Bihar 
plain with respect to vegetation has a charm of its own. The 
groves of bamboos and of mangoes, palmyra and date-palm, tamarind, 
pipal and other trees in which the settlements urban or rural,are 
located afforded a profusion of green vegetation very restful to 
the eye. 
The natviral large stretches of forests occur today along 
the Himalayan foothill and submountane terai in north-western 
Champaran where the flora gradually changes from tropical to 
Himalayan and comes under the moist deciduous groups. The entire 
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area occupied by these forests here is more than 770 km . Since 
these forests have now been vested in the state (19 55) they are 
being scientifically maintained. The lower ranges and the terai 
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beneath are covered with dense jungle. On sandy and gravelly 
soil the Sal (Shorea rubusta) is the typical but most valuable 
tree giving a good, hard and durable timber. The Sisam (Dal-
bergia sissoo). Tun (Cedrea toona), the red cotton tree(Bomba 
roalabaricum) and Khair (Acacia Catechu) are also conunon trees 
here. In the marshy terai tracts, bamboo, Sabai grass and narkat 
reed are wide-spread. Miscellaneoixs trees like Jamun, Khair, Sjssoo 
and Semul are also found. The Madhubani jungle is typical river-
adn cover found along the bank of the Sikrana river and contains 
Sabai and narkat followed in succession by Khair, Shisham and 
Semal. 
A similar natural belt of forest skirts and ascends the 
hills of Bihar plateau. It has been pointed out that the northern 
limit of the main forests of the Bihar plateau coincides well 
with the southern limit of the Bihar plain. Hence thickly wooded 
areas lies generally across the physical boundary and are confined 
mostly to the high steep ghats or the high flat topped plateau 
above; yet, however, there are patches here and there in Gaya, 
Mongher and Bhagalpur districts where these forests project north 
ward so that small patches along the southern fringes in these 
districts are thickly wooded or sometimes covered with scrubland. 
But unlike the submontane tract of the north-western Champaran 
where the forests are Himalayan moist deciduous, the forests 
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along the foothills of the Bihar plateau are dry deciduous and 
the timber is relatively poor. Occasionally rich patches of 
"Sal" occur, but bamboo-and Sabai grasses cover extensively and 
are the best raw materials for the paper industry. The other 
conspicuous trees in this belt are Kend (Dispyres metanoxylon) 
the black heart-wood of which forms the ebony of commerce and 
is in great demand among the Mongher carpenters. 
Apart from these natural sections of forests various types 
of minor vegetational cover occur throughout the region. The 
inundated lowlands with sluggish streams and lakes are filled 
with water weeds etc. Hiver banks are usually studded with 
patches of jungles or thick vegetation. Mango, Shisham, Jamun 
and tamarind occur in occasional patches. E^lmyra and date-palms 
are also common trees occurring mostly nearer the village sites. 
CULTURAL SETTING 
Population s 
The Bihar plain with a total population of 52303000 in 
1981 covering an area of 93163 sq, km,, is conspicuous on the 
population map of India, particularly in terms of the very high 
over all density, of population which ranges from 328 person per 
7> 
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3q. km, in Kohtas to 993 person per sq. km. in Patna, as 
compared to that of Bihar (402) and the country as a whole(2l6). 
The flat and featureless plain provides the suitable geographical 
conditions to the habitations, supported by the fertility of soil, 
suitable drainage conditions, ground vater as resource and 
arable land. Although the over all density of population is high 
but there are minor variations also. The minor variation in the 
density of population is due to highly favourable conditions alter-
nated by less favourable conditions, diversity of small facets of 
terrain, local and sub-regional differences in the richness of 
such resources as soil fertility, drainage condition, ground 
water and other physical, historical and cultural factors affect-
ing the extent and possibility of agricultural and other resource 
utilization. At regional and local level such factors as irrigat-
ion facilities, cropping patterns, means of transportation and 
communication, bear upon the population distribution pattern. It 
gives a vsry serious population problem, particularly when we 
place the staggering population load against the agrarian and under-
developed regional economy as there is no and little possibility 
or opportunities visible for any substantial migration any where, 
A very high concentration of population is found in the 
central part of Bihar plain and it decreases towards east and 


























watered t r a c t and very sixitable for c u l t i v a t i o n . Areas of 
floods and fores ts na tu ra l ly car ry r e l a t i v e l y l e s s popula t ion. 
A compact block extending over the major por t ion of Saran, 
Champaran (Sast and West), Muzaffarpur, Patna and Shahbad In 
Bihar p l a i n account for more than one fourth of the t o t a l popu-
l a t i o n of Bihar S ta te , although they cover only one-e lght th of 
the t o t a l a r ea . The h ighes t densi ty of population Includes 993, 
2 881 and 802 persons/km In Patna, Darbhanga and Slwan respec t ive ly . 
Conversely, low densi ty comprises 328, 374 and 379 In Rohtas, 
Aurangabad and Munghyer r e spec t ive ly , which shows the decreasing 
t r end of densi ty from the cen t re towards the outs ide r eg ion . The 
reg ion shares 7,63 percent of the t o t a l populat ion of India while 
I t s area I s only 2.83 percent of the country 's t o t a l area , accord-
ing t o 1981 census. 
Population Growth 
There has been a remarkable growth of populat ion during 
the l a s t nine decades from 1901 t o 1991. I t was only during the 
censal decade of 1911-21 tha t I n d i a ' s population showed a decl ine 
of 0.31 percent due t o drought and epidemics, while the over a l l 
growth of Bihar S ta te , during 1981-1991 i s 23.49 percen t . The 
e a r l i e r txend of population growth i s sporadic and slow. Between 
1901-21 a l l the sub-divis ions in North - Bihar p la in except the 
northern ones (excluding Supaul) and a l l the sub-divls lons of 
Shahabad and Bhagalpur d i s t r i c t s In South Bihar p la in , suffered 
a loss ranging upto 15.49 percent In Buxar. However, a few 
sub-dlvis ions gained a l i t t l e while others l o s t by the same 
margin i n other d i s t r i c t s . Purnea Sadar (22.75) and Katihar(24.15) 
gained the maximum in Bihar p l a in s , while Patna c i t y (-20) suff-
ered most. Since 19 21-31 growth s t a r t e d but the t rend was 
acce le ra ted only a f t e r t h i r t i e s . There was however a s i g n i f i c a n t 
reg iona l va r i a t i on in growth p a t t e r n . There are seme var ia t ions 
i n the growth p a t t e r n a l s o . This va r i a t ion i s due t o d i f fe ren t 
phys ica l , h i s t o r i c a l , c u l t u r a l , soc i a l and p o l i t i c a l f a c t o r s . 
Reclamation of t a r a l t r a c t s i n Champaran and other a reas , a r r e s t -
ing of flood in Kosl p la in , and in t roduct ion of i r r i g a t i o n f a c i l i -
t i e s have led t o a g r i c u l t u r a l set t lement s t a b i l i z a t i o n and econo-
mic prosper i ty , thus leading t o cons is ten t population growth, 
p a r t i c u l a r l y during the post-independence per iod. The high growth 
of populat ion i s a l so due t o the decl ine in death and b e t t e r Health 
f a c i l i t i e s . D i s t r i c t level decadal var ia t ions were more phenomenal. 
During 1901 to 1981, Gopalganj (116.77%), Saran (117.25%) and 
Slwan (116.20%) , Muzaffarpur (118.66%), Samastipur (117.91%) 
show l e s s population growth as compared t o other d i s t r i c t s l ike 
Purnla (230.61%), Katihar (194.76%), Patna (19 3.68%), Nalanda 
(175.32%), Nawada (166.71%) and Gaya (165.00%), while the over a l l 
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growth of Bihar State during 1901-1981 is 155.99%. 
Rural Aspect s 
According to the census 1981 the population residing in 
riiral areas of the region was 4,72 crores thus accounting for 
90,16 percent of the total population of Bihar plain. It is 
clear that the region is largely rural in character. Bihar State 
as a whole has a total rural population of 61196000. The highest 
rural population is found in the district of Purnea (3309000), 
followed by Bhagalpur (2314000), fiast Champaran (2313000), 
Madhubani (2253000) and Muzaffarpur (2167000). Thus about 90.16 
percent population is rural living in about 38584 villages of 
different sizes. Actually the total number of villages are 45979 
but out of this 6627 are uninhabited. 
One of the significant features of the distribution of 
rural population has been a significant decrease in the percentage 
of rural people living in small villages in all the districts^. 
Significantly the decrease has been consistant since 1901 in 
most of the districts. This trend is due to tne upgrading of 
small villages by population gain, and also because of the fact 
that new villages are not canming up, this may be due to the 
saturation in settlement siting. This is the fact tnat medium and 
large size villages are coming up everywhere. 
5,> 
The rural settlement types and their distributional 
pattern in the region are intimately related with its alluvial 
morphology and the predctninently agrarian economy. 
There is a profound impact of various physical and cul-
tural factors like geology, relief, drainage climate, soil and 
natural vegetation on the selection of sites and morphological 
plans of the villages. 
The orientation and arrangement of clusters of different 
sizes belonging to different castes and communities are guided by 
the cultural factors such as the natiire of crops grown, populat-
ion density, nature of transport system and various intangible 
social ciistoms and traditions. 
In the sub-nontane Hills and Poot-Hill zone of North 
Champaran, rural settlements are typically dispersed,compact and 
scattered types as well as their intermediate variants are found 
in the remaining area. Again, the north eastern plain also has 
dispersed types, while in central doabs are mostly of semi-ccmpact 
and compact types. 
The South Bihar plain has more compact settlements than 
the wet and relatively more riverine North Bihar plain and also 
the western than the eastern in the same region; consequently the 
8 8 
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inter-vlllage distance is greater in the South than in the 
north and also in the west than in the east. 
Thus, in the actual distribution of rural settlement, 
two characteristic types with several intermediate stages are 
distinguished. Four types are easily discernible -i.Compact type, 
2. Semi-compact, 3. Semi-Sprinkled or fragmented and 4. Sprin-
kled or dispersed. 
Urban Aspect 
Although the region is least \irbanized parts of the 
country, it contains the oldest living city of the country and 
some of the very ancient towns like Patliputra (Patna), Gaya, 
and Champa (Bhagalpur), etc.ljSany of the towns have historical 
political and cultural origin on the river banks or the ancient 
high ways, imbibing the cultural history of the ages. The Ganga 
valley and, infact, its own banks on confluences with other rivers 
have given rise to many of these ancient towns as the Ganga has 
been through the ages as sacred and sanctimonious river and a 
highway for commerce, politics and good for aefence and access-
ibility. Contact point locations of diverse physical terrain 
with different economic attributes and products like other break-
of- bulk points, have also provided significant sites for urban 
development. Along the northern tarai; southern peninsular 
upland and Ganga plain, contact zones have developed a series 
of towns : Sasaram, Dehri, Sherghatl, Aurangabad, ^ajauli,Gaya, 
Hisua, Nawada, Jamui, Jhajha are cases in point. 
Morphology of the urban centres of the region is governed 
by the complexity of physical and cultural factors which provided 
skeletal shape to the towns over which the later fiinctional amal-
gam has been superimposed and modified the original shape and 
physical and even functional growth pattern of the towns, like 
Patna, Bhagalpur, Muzaffarpur and Motihari etc. 
Patna is a very ancient city, on the right bank levee 
of the Ganga backed by a curvilinear depression, is the capital 
city of Bihar. It is a typical linear city, about 20 km. long 
east-west with less than 2 km. width. Bhagalpur, the ancient 
Champa, traditionally the capital city of Anga, and now the 
headquarters of the Bhagalpur division, is an important trade and 
handicraft centre of south Bihar plain stretching for about 10 km. 
along the right hand levee of the Jamunia, the southern channel 
of Ganga at present. Muzaffarpur on the right (south) bank of 
the Burhi Gandak is the administrative headquarters of Tirhut 
Division and the largest city of North Bihar plain, with a strong 
commercial base in agricultural produce and textiles, etc. The 
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city is subject to physical disabilities - the earth quake and 
the flood; and as such, the town-sf)read has assumed an irregular 
pattern. 
In most of the towns there are two or more sections -
the one, the old town and the other, the newly grown areas. The 
older part contains^ the bazar in most cases, while new shops 
or market areas are developed in newer sections. The older 
sections are more congested while the new sections are open and 
separated by rivers or railway and roads from the older section. 
Rural Urban Relation 
In a country like India, rural urban relation is a 
phenomenon of great significance where more than 70% population 
reside in villages, which are dependent upon the towns - for diff-
erent needs. It is the task of our cities to provide infra-
structure at all levels in the countryside . A sound balance has 
to be struck between the rural and urban population which is 
hardly found at present. In the State of Bihar the ratio between 
towns and villages works out to be Is360.03 and in Bihar plain it 
is as high as 1x386, This clearly shows the low level of urban-
ization in the region. As most of the population of Bihar plain 
is residing in villages so they are directly or indirectly engaged 
l i l 
in agr icul tura l act ivi ty, therefore, there is a close re la t ion-
ship between villages and towns for tnei r requirements. So there 
i s a need to take off the pressure of population from the agr i -
cultxiral sector and divert i t to other sectors of economy l ike 
secondary and te r t i a ry ac t iv i t i e s , which are mostly found in the 
urban cent res . 
Occupational Structure 
According to the census 1981, there was 15209 worker 
accounting for 29.08 percent of tne t o t a l population. Though this 
figure i s almost same to that of Bihar 29.68 percent. Of the 
t o t a l number of workers in the region 41.53 percent are agr icul-
t u r i s t ; 41.47 percent are agricul tural labourer; 2.26 percent 
are engaged in household and construction industry; 14.94 percent 
in other ac t i v i t i e s and 5.52 percent are marginal workers. 
There are more dependants in urban areas than in the rural 
areas where many of the children of school age also have to go to 
work due to lack of resources or schooling f a c i l i t i e s . Agriculture 
i s the mainstay of the people in the Bihar plain. Among the 
non-agricultural occupation, services and household industries 
are the leading persu i t s . The urban occupational s tructure, now-
ever, i s naturally quite different, but not so much as in the 
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economically advanced countries; infact, agrarian activities 
hold importance in small and medium size towns and are by no 
means absent even in large cities of the region. In general, 
services are by far the most important activity then comes the 
trade commerce, manufacturing and housenold inaustries. 
Sconomy 
The general economy of the Bihar plain is nighly unaer-
devdloped and also unbalanced, as it is characterized witn agri-
culture and that too subsistence types. Other sectors of economy 
are not comming up so fast as it is required. 
Agriculture 
There are notable intra-regional variations in the dis-
tribution of agricultural land. It varies from 64 to 67% of the 
total area in the western part of South Bihar plain to over 70% 
in its eastern counterpart, and more than 80% in the North Bihar 
plain except in Purnea (77%). With the increasing use of the HYV 
Seeds and modern techniques of production and growing facilities 
for irrigation, storage, marketing and transportation, soma tra-
ditionally subsistence crops such as rice, wheat or maize have 
93 
become "money crops* at least for the well to do farmers and 
are competing with sugar cane and jute etc. Jute has been recen-
tly Introduced in parts of the humid zone, particularly in Tarai 
and Purnea districts. 
In Bihar plain, Gaya, Shahabad, Purnea, Darbhanga and 
Champaran are the most important rice producing districts. The 
Burhi Gandak - Kosi interfluve and western - south Bihar plain 
have the greatest concentration. Wheat the most important rabi 
crops, is concentrated in the rich moisture - retentive loamy 
silts of Nothern Bihar plain, west of the Baghmati in south Dar-
bhanga and contiguous North Mungher and the irrigated Gaya and 
Shahabad districts in the western south Bihar plain. Maize is 
the third major crop concentrated in the well drained, fertile 
sandy loam tracts, south and west of the Burhi Gandak (Saran, 
South Champaran, Muzaffarpur, Darbhanga) and parts of Saharsa, 
Purnea and Mungher, Barley, next to wheat among rabi crops covers 
N.W. Saran, Champaran and Muzaffarpur in N. Bihar plain. Oil seeds 
are widely grown cash crop and Purnea, Shahabad, Gaya and Champa-
ran are important for them. 
Industry 
The proportion of non-agricultural workers to the to ta l 
workers in the primary sector i s very revealing and pertinently 
:j't 
r e f l e c t s upon the under development of the secondarf/, t e r t i a r y 
sec to r s of the economy. More so, the majorl ty\of /the indus-
t r i a l workers a re engaged In household i n d u s t r i e s ; mo where 
does manufacturing over-r ide the household Indus t r i e | s i n terms 
of employment. 
Cotton t e x t i l e un i t s including power-loom cijerftres are 
loca ted a t Phulwari (near Patna), Buxar, Gaya, Madhu(bani, Bihar 
Sharif , Mubarakpur e t c . , most of them being t r ad i t l o lna l l y import-
an t handloom c e n t r e s . Ju t e industry , a new en t ran t ] i s located 
a t Katihar and Samastipxar. Bhagalpur i s important f c^S Tassar 
s i l k , where another un i t has been s e t up with Japanese c o l l a -
boration,* 
Dalmlanagar on the Son a t the t i p of f^ohtas plateaiu in 
Shahabad d i s t r i c t i s a heterogenous mineral , fo re s t and agro-
based i n d u s t r i a l complex, such as cement asbes tos , plywoo^d, 
chemicals, paper and pulp, card board, sugar, vegetable and 
ghee e t c . The d i s t r i c t headquarters and large c i t i e s l i ke Patna 
and Darbhanga have an indiastr ial s t a t u s i n t h e i r own r i g n t having 
a host of t e x t i l e , food processing, l i g h t engineering and found-
ary u n i t s , chemical, e l e c t r i c a l and various other consumer goals 
un i t s e t c . 
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CHAPTER-V 
PROBLEMS OF THS RfiSfiARCH AND MfiTHODOLOGY 
In view of the multidimensional economic development 
of a region, the regional planning in the light of modern 
central place theory is essentially an attanpt which can be 
considered as a measure to redress the regional imbalance. The 
existence of hierarchical central place systems with village, 
town, city and regional capital at different levels performing 
different roles and offering particular goods and services have 
been found to be a necessary condition for balanced regional 
development. Its study seems essential for the proper growth 
and integrated development of a backward economy. The present 
study, therefore, is an effort to look into the natxire of 
distribution, functions and the hierarchical structuring of 
central places in the Bihar plain. Such study provides base to 
understand the mechanism of the interrelationships amongst the 
central placeshaving different characteristics, levels and 
functions which combinedly tend to form a system. 
The basic purpose of this research, therefore, is to 
study the structure and functions of Bihar plain central place 
system located in Bihar state. The following questions should 
be addressed. 1« Does the market town possess a hinterland or 
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region and can it be delineated meaningfully in agricultural 
environment ? 2, Are the central place functions ubiquitously 
distributed or do their thresholds vary 7 3. How are the 
central places organised hierarchically and what functions are 
presently being provided by existing central places at each 
level of the hierarchy ? 4* How large are the trade areas of 
existing central places and how many people are served by 
service centres, market towns and other central places ? 5. What 
is the relative importance of periodic markets in the provision 
of goods and services to the over all economic base of central 
place? 6. What essential functions are not effectively provid-
ed by the existing central place system and how can the system 
be changed to overcome the deficiencies ? 
Identification of Service Centres 
Functions are the basic elements for a settlement to be 
a service centre or a central place. No central place can 
exist without function and no function can exist without central 
place, i.e. both are co-existent. Thus functions and central 
places have symbiotic relationship. A function is that which 
is performed to serve the surrounding area according to its 
magnitude and a central place is that which performs these fun-
ctions adequately for its surrounding area, i.e., the central 
:n 
place exists on the support of surrounding area only. If such 
support Is not extended by surrounding area the centre turns In-
to a nodal centre which Is not regarded as a true central place. 
Thus, the first task of the researcher Is to Identify 
those settlements which act as service centre In Bihar plain. 
The next step would be to classify the centres into different 
classes on the basis of the amount of functions, size of the 
complementary region served by the respective centre. Then the 
author will examine several other related aspects as questioned 
In the above paragraphs. In doing so, however, first it needs 
to represent a brief account of some popular techniques in order 
to select a suitable methodology for the present work. 
The study area is agricultural with a backward economy. 
On the other hand functions must indicate the centrality of the 
centre In relation to the surrounding region. Hence, selection 
of central functions must be in cohesion with the idea of centra-
lity of the centre because there is no fulproof method of select-
ing the variables for studying centrality . 
It has been seen in most of the central place studies 
conducted in India that the researchers select either a natural 
region or an administrative boundary. It is not proper as groups 
of central places act as interacting and interdependent system 
Hf) 
whether the scale Is micro or macro. Therefore, either system 
or hinterland boundary should be selected a study area for mean-
ingful and logical conclusions to be drawn. Our periodic 
markets (hats) play an Important role in the exchange mechanism 
at the lower levels but hardly any scientific research work is 
available drawing attention to the planners and administrators 
about their conditions. Also, the synchronisation of two dissi-
milar systems (one central place system and other periodic system) 
are scarcely known. The relevance of periodic markets to the 
overall understanding of rural economy is an important problem. 
Further our settlement systems developed under historical conditi-
ons are not quite viable to provide goods and services to the 
people living in surrounding rural areas. 
Therefore, a rational reorganisation of central place 
system is essential for efficient provision of goods and services. 
SSLSCTION OF METHODOLOGY 
The studies which deal with the functional status of 
centres may possess a great deal of merit because they are based 
upon a long and personal experience of the study area. It is 
usually impossible to compare one area directly with another 
area, only because of the different measures included in the 
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grading of the centres. The majority of works also possess 
specif ic defects that are obscured in th is local orientat ion. 
Therefore i t i s necessary to review the more popular ranking 
techniques in order to demonstrate these weaknesses. The speci-
f ic l imita t ion of each techniques must be recognised to in te r -
p re t s the obtained r e su l t . Hence the i r usefulness in further 
geographical research or in formulating planning proposals can 
be cur ta i led . Smith made a plea for the purposeful approach to 
the study of the c lass i f ica t ion of towns according to the i r 
economic base , He observed that a bewildering array of c lass i -
f ica t ion techniques have been employed so that resul ts seem 
bound to vary. He c r i t i c i sed that most of the scheme "have proved 
t o be ends in themselves, rather than points of departure for 
further research into the character of urban settlement" , In 
any geographical study of settlement concern with technique and 
the need for improved c lass i f icat ions must be a proper part i f 
i t i s ever to advance sc i en t i f i ca l ly . Most of the studies also 
do not end in themselves and they may be the basic frame-work 
for some other geographical ends. 
To simplify the discussion, the ranking techniques 
are considered accor^ng to their basic method 
of approach. These approaches are -
1. The Direct Measurement Method. 
1 1 ) 
2. The Indirect Measurement Method. 
3. Sophisticated Measurement 
4. Indices of Potential Functional Status. 
Within each method of measurement an attempt has been 
made to investigate into the problems in a progressive manner. 
The simplest schemes are taken first of all which make it easier 
to demonstrate how each particular techniques solves the relevant 
problems or ignores them. There are also some degree of overlap 
in the four classes approaches recognised. After the built-in 
limitations are described, the difference between the results of 
certain schemes are described. This provides a specific illustrat-
ion of the need for comparability. Finally, the basic problems 
that any scheme must consider are abstracted and classified so as 
to summarize this general view in a constructive manner. The succe-
ss or failure of any scheme in measuring up to these requirements 
should then be immediately obvious. Two introductory points of 
definition must also be made. Careful consideration should be 
given to the sort of service centre that is being investigated, 
or a retail centre, 
whether it is town or commercial centre^^ Finally, one other term 
"function* mxost be defined explicity. The term "function" is 
restricted to the service element of the economy or the terti-
ary sector. It is also possible to concieve different definition 
10 9 
of the term. Therefore, this sort of problem need not be of 
concern. 
1. The Direct Measurgnent Method 
The simplest and probably the crudest, roeasuri^ of the 
Importance of ai^ centre consisting of adding together all the 
functions that are found In the central place. The method has 
4 
been adopted by many notable scholars like Bracy . The method Is 
useful at the first step, especially at the local scale because 
as one moves upward In the scale of urban or commercial status, 
functions becomes Increasingly differentiated. Therefore, the 
summation of the crude numbers of outlet does not provide an 
adequate measure of ccrnparablllty. 
Identification of the differential functional status of 
of more sophisticated studies. 
outlets has given rise to a series^ The similar approach was 
adopted by the workers, such as omalles, Duncan, Brush and Carter 
First of all several key factors were outlined which .define 
certain level of status, towns or centres being placed into these 
categories on the basis of the presence of these functions. The 
usefulness of the method depends upon the grounds for the select-
ion of the key criteria, and the objective demonstration that the 
criteria are significant. A frequently overlooked danger is the 
5 
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limitation to a specific time and space of the usefulness of 
the key criteria, A certain form of establishment may vary in 
functional status in both these dimensions, so that its use in 
another context may be completely misleading. Thus a wool worth 
store may provide an indicator of a certain siz.e of centre in 
one country, but may relate to a different size in another 
country, whilst it is certainly difficult to make any parallel 
equivalence in the past • Further more, even within one country 
at any given time the criteria ysed by one person may be limit-
ed. Weekly in a study of service centres in Nottingham used 
most of the criteria outlined by Smailes, but found that schools 
7 
and hospitals were of little xose in definition of status . In 
the above discussion, Smailes attempted to define an "urban* 
g 
hierarchy whereas local shopping centres were studied by weakly , 
Recognisation of a set of key criteria avoid the most 
basic problem that confronts any research worker, and this stems 
from the multitude of service functions in any area. Ideally 
all the different elements should be carefully distinguished, but 
this is often beyond the capabilities of one worker so that 
recourse is made to the definition of status according to one 
or two criteria and this usually leads to a subjective appraisal. 
Other workers have avoided the problem of using key criteria 
and use the total, or at least the majority of function in an 
1 0 •; 
area, but group them into a limited number of general classes; 
9 
for example radio and electrical shops, clothes shops . This 
approach avoids the subjective determination of key criteria. 
There Is no measure of coraparislon between the function, simply 
because of the great range that ±3 possible between each class. 
Recognition of broad classes of function therefore, results In a 
considerable degree of generalisation being bdllt into any system 
erected on such a basis. Such criticism applies equally to the 
studies that allocate all functions to groups defined on the 
basis of need, e.g., the periodic or necessity classes. 
Once all the classes of function are obtained, even 
with the limitations discussed above, the basic problem of asso-
ciating one class with another still remains. Usually seme grad-
ing scheme is devised, but the process by which the graded(derived 
from the association of classes of function) are obtained is not 
usually made explicit, and must be subjected to the same criticism 
that was made of the key criteria method. Lcmas, attempted to 
derive his association by Dispersion diagrams, for all the classes, 
but even though the linking of classes was apparently based on this 
technique, the actual association was made subjectively. Fxirther 
the guiding principles that he used are open to crltlcisn. In the 
first place the linking was designed so that roughly the same 
number of towns appeared in each category, whilst, secondly, the 
10 ;i 
grouping took in account the brealo on the scatter diagrams 
so as to include in each category- those towns with similar 
facilities. However, the first principle must include a class-
fication by levels in accordance with sane assumed hierarchy, 
whilst the second assisnes a great deal about the hierarchical 
nature of the settlements even before the ordering is derived. 
So the technique from all view points, leaves a great deal to 
be desired, and limits the usefulness of the ranking that is 
obtained. 
The problem of the subjective delimitation is also the 
characteristic of all the studies that measure status of a centre 
by reference to some ratio or index of centralization. Most of 
these studies do not directly use different types of functions 
as their basic input. Probably it is the difficulty of collect-
ing such detailed data that has led to the use of additional 
sources of information. 
One final comment is needed to conclude this section, 
the importance of recognizing the changing nature of function 
as an indicator of status. Probably the bost example is provided 
by cinemas. Smailes included them in his classification of 1944, 
but the status they represented at that date is very different 
from that of the present. The last five years has been a consi-
derable decline in the numbers of Cinemas, so that their position 
I0(^  
vis a vis their clothes or furniture stores has changed. 
Serious c lass i f icat ion anomalies can thus only be avoided 
i f the changes in the s ta tus of functions are continually kept 
in mind. 
2. Indirect Measures 
These techniques study the problem from the opposite 
point of view. They t ry to measure the a t t rac t ive power of 
centres, ei ther by reference to the dominance of each focal 
point in the area i t serves , or by some measurement of the 
linkages between centre and hinterland . The former usually 
u t i l i z e s a questionnaire approach, selected persons being asked 
where they normally go for cer ta in services. Each service i s 
al located a point, and th i s i s given to the centre that i s 
named as the focal place. The addition of points scored by any 
centre i s usually held to give a measure of the importance of 
tha t place. Naturally the basic problem concerns the selection 
of services . So that the question of key c r i t e r i a recurs. 
Usually c r i t e r i a are selected in a subjective manner, without 
any attempted jus t i f i ca t ion of the i r usefulness. Also each 
service i s awarded the same value irrespective of i t s function-
a l importance. If the services are selected on the basis of 
differing degrees of functional differentiat ion (for example. 
ill? 
grocery, clothes shop, jewellery) then some satisfactory 
weighting system should be applied, otherwise the scheme 
can not be considered to be consistent. 
The other main avenue of approach Is by a consideration 
of the actual linkages ^hat exist between a town and Its region. 
Again It Is Important to realise that the specific type of link-
Thus Chris taller used telephone 
age Involved Is usually historically and spatially limited.^as 
the basis of his index In southern Germany In the late 19 203 
simply because of their significance at that time as business 
12 links . With the growth of private subscribers, the telephone 
has ceased to be purely a business tool, therefore, destroying 
the original value upon which this Index was chosen, A further 
illustration is provided by the use of bus services to define 
status. Such a specific linkage is certainly useful within one 
country (assuming a relatively uniform socio-economic grouping) 
and may be directly comparable with another state that has 
similar pattern (e.g., as between Britain and Sweden).However, 
the linkage may perform a completely different function in other 
countries, e.g., the United States of America and India. In the 
former case citizens are affluent and use private transport, in 
the latter poverty often rules out the use of public transport 
for purely local connections. So results derived from similar 
forms of linkages should not be directly compared without consi-
deration of this general point. 
11) S 
The best known and most utilized technique is that of 
13 
grading centres by reference to their bus services , The limi-
tations imposed by the fact that it is the presence or absence 
of the service that is used, rather than the volume of passengers 
transported* Further, buses are not the only form of transport; 
Increasingly other types are also used. Moreover, in the indus-
trial areas and within cities local service centres are adjacent 
to larger centres, so that all linkage relations are dominated by 
these larger centres. 
In this connection one another method is aftso used. Maps 
of various characteristics of bus services, such as total numbers 
involved, and general linkage relationships are prepared. These 
various aspects are plotted against one another in an attempt to 
14 differentiate centres . Air passenger linkages are also used as 
an attempt to establish,, the dominance of one centre over another, 
but these dominance relationships have not been equated in a 
consistent enough manner to make it possible to recognize any 
15 grades of centre 
Thus, all these indirect measures have a common features -
that they are only considering part of the problem of functional 
ranking. 
10 J 
3. Sophisticated Measurements 
All the studies using standard statistical techniques 
need to be considered separately In view of the ccmmon problems 
possess the merit of considering 
they raise. All these technlques^every relevant function of a 
centres, so that the initial subjective choice of most direct 
ranking measures is avoided. Further the functions are regarded 
as inputs for the statistical technique that is used to combine 
them, so that they are not initially grouped. The consequence is 
that their individual value as indicators of centrality is main-
tained. But in every case the determination of functional status 
depends upon the recognition of a hierarchical class sequence. If 
this hierarchy is not upheld by the various tests of association, 
then the ranking of centres breaks down simply because of the 
lack of any derivative measures of the Importance of a place. 
A break through in methodology and technique occurred with 
the publication by Berry and Garrison of a study of Snohomish 
country in Washinton . All functions of the central places that 
possessed focallty for the areas around were considered, but an 
irnportant distinction was drawn between those functions that 
varied in nximber from place to place (varlates), and those that 
were either present or absent (attributes). The varlates were 
plotted against the population of the centres and best fitting 
exponential growth curves were used to obtain the threshold 
Ih) 
population necessary for the first store to appear. Methodolo-
gically It Is Important to demonstrate that the groupings were 
derived objectively from the data. Instead of being subjectively 
Imposed, but technically there are several limitations. Firstly, 
It Is the population of the central place that was lised, not Its 
population plus that of the complamentary region, whilst the 
grouping of the central places depends only upon the number of 
different functions that each possessed. The study Is also 
related only to a relatively small area and to small centres, 
so that duplication elsewhere is essential. Finally It must be 
observed that the use of population totals In the analysis Is, 
In Itself, a drawback, simply because the number of people 
present In any area may be completely unrelated to the central 
place function of a place by being dependent upon primary or 
secondary employment. 
The general problem has been approached in a completely 
17 
different way by Palomakl working in Finland • After esta-
blishing the groups of central functions Palomakl, attempt to 
determine the groups of central places. JSach central place is 
ranked upon the basis of the total number of different kinds of 
central functions that it possesses. This is plotted against 
the ranking of the central functions possessed by each centra, 
and groups are established amongst the central place by an 
I l l 
Initial sxibjectlve judgment, supplemented by the calculation of 
correlation coefficients. The criticisms made in relation to 
the definition of functional classes can again be made. Moreover, 
the technique gives equal value to each type of central function 
in determining the status of a centre. 
4. Indices of Potential Functional Status 
Now it is necessary to consider those studies that use 
some degree of abstraction in their attempt at definite function-
al status. One of the most important is the study by Reynolds in 
18 
north-west England . The scheme seems to have been motivated by 
the practical need. She attempted to calculate a theoretical 
shopping population for each area but her use of local authority 
boundaries seems a major drawback. Of greater importance is the 
use of reteable values to give an indication of the shopping pote-
ntial of a town. It seems that too many factors other than 
turnover and size of premises are taken into account in the 
determination of the reteable value of a place, so that tneir use 
is limited. Further, the different types of snop are not distin-
guished, a significant omission, for it is upon the possession of 
more specialized functions that the higher status of a place 
depends. 
Conclusion x 
It seems essential to outline the major principles that 
must be taken into consideration in any ranking scheme. Unless 
each point is looked at separately misconceptions can enter in-
to the analysis, and the scheme will be limited of a failure to 
take every relevant aspect into e.jcount. This is especially true 
if a relatively advanced statistical techniques is used. As with 
any other technique the final appreciation of its usefulness 
depends as much upon the inputs of the calculation as the calculat-
ion themselves. 
The author of the present work fully share with the views 
given by Davis that if the considerations below are taken into 
account the possibilities of errors being repeated are diminishea . 
1. Area and scale of study; time of study; definition of the 
centre, if this is considered necessary. 
2. Type of focal place investigated - urban, canmerclal or retail 
centres ? 
3. Are all functions considered or just key criteria ? 
4. How are the key criteria chosen 7 Are they representative in 
an objective manner ? 
5. What is the definition of function 7 - establishment, function-
al unit, functional types or a more detailed study. 
6. Is the size of function introduced as a variable 7 
LLI 
7. How is the information obtained and is it really comparable 7 
8. Are all focal places in the area investigated (for example, 
certain sizes ignored) or is a sample taken. 
9. Mow are the functions associated together ? Is there any 
initial grouping of data ? 
10. How many additional limiting inputs are there for the 
technique, outside the range of functions, e.g., is population 
introduced ? 
11. If classes of centres are obtained, is there an objective 
test of randomness or is the definition subjective ? 
On the basis of above techniques one can concluae -
Firstly - It is obvious by reviewing the above techniques that 
these methods are largely applicable to the urban centres and is 
difficult to determine their importance or their extent of impact 
upon the surrounding country side. Any scheme of central place 
hierarchy must include both the urban ana rural settlement, where 
towns perform more central functions than villages. At some 
places villages may perform the function of central places of 
higher order than the smaller towns, as in the case of borderline 
consisting of urban centre. Therefore, the study of hierarchy 
of service centre would be futile, if we confine our study to 
either rural or urban settlements. This argument is highly 
11 t 
justified in a country liiae India where most of the population 
resides in villages. So to determine the hierarchy of a central 
place in any region it is rational to Include all settlement 
irrespective of their rural or urban character. 
Secondly - By reviewing the above technique the writer 
has come to the conclusion that he should select the •Method of 
direct measurement*. Indirect method does not seem reasonable 
in the country like India, because of several reason. The indi-
rect measurement method concentrates on the analysis of linkages 
between the centres and their complementary regions on the 
basic presumption that the centrality of a place should be comm-
ensurate with the Intensity of its functional linkage which has 
not found much favour in a country like India. The services of 
a centre are restricted to the urban market of the city and do 
not reach greater distance to the country side. It is only 
because the mobility and pxxrchasing power Is low in the country. 
However, there is a socio-economic linkages between the dependent 
region and the central settlement for the satisfaction of their 
needs. It takes place in region where the physical barriers do 
not exist. But the area of study (Bihar Plain) lies in the 
transitional section between the upper Ganga plain and the detlaic 
low - lands of Bengal, and forms a major eastern part of the Middle 
Ganga^ plain. The whole plain In general slopes towards east 
115 
and Is travsrsed by a series of small tributaries, ox-bow 
lakes, sandy pockets, elevated points, depression etc. Because 
of these physical variability there is Inadequate transport 
linkages in the region, which gives the firm base for avoiding 
the indirect measurements. 
Thirdly, the study of central places in western countries, 
whether for the Identification of hierarchy or for the formulat-
ion of regional development policy, have tended to use single 
Indicators of cantrality, such as telephone densities, range of 
retail shopping and bus service frequencies. If these indica-
tors are applied in Indian context, it is likely to give a false 
picture of centrallty. 
The sopnisticated method relies on the grouping of funct-
ion on the basis of their "threshold* measured in terms of the 
population. Not withstanding the conceptual limiation associated 
with such a measure as pointed out by Bunge (1962) namely, it 
referred to threshold in the population of the settlement,rather 
than the population of the hinterland. This require the complete 
data pertaining to the number of shops and the type of goods sold 
and services offered at each central places. 
Since Chrlstaller's classic study, several approaches have 
been developed and various techniques used by geographers 
IIG 
to identify the hierarchy of central place system in different 
20 
regions, which have been critically reviewed by Davies . His 
plea for the use of common criterion and a single technique for 
the sake of maintaining ccmparability is, however, impracticable 
because of the very fact that central place system function in 
widely varying socio-economic settings with different historico— 
cultioral background and technological stages of the economy. The 
writer also subscribes to the view expressed by <^ mailes that 
"there is little point in seeking ccxnmon criteria for establishing 
the ranks of the urban hierarchies in two systems as distinct as 
those of Britain and France far less in respect of tnose of 
the United States and India". 
At this juncture, it is suggested to determine the cent-
rality of a place by taking into consideration all the central 
functions that it performs. The function which could be included 
for such a study could be. Post Office, Slectricity, Police 
Station, Hospital, education, transportation. Finance and Trading 
Centres, It is believed that by determining the variety of 
functions performed and the level at which they are performed, it 
is possible to measure the centrality of any settlement. 
Bconomically the region is still in the developing stage. 
Modern means of transportation are confined mainly to the bigger 
11 
cities. Bicycle and Ox-cart journey Is also conmon for local 
Interaction. Though trucks and tractors with trollies are 
progressing fast yet the regional linkages as compared to other 
parts of the country are very weak. As such, the method depend-
ing on transport linkages Is not applicable to the region. Obvi-
ously, the alternative method, the size and econcxnlc activity of 
service centres. Is to be adopted for determining the discrete-
ness of level. 
The selection of methodology can be further justified as 
follows. The proposed set of data to be used In the present work 
can be obtained for all the settlements In India, and thus enable 
us to compare with other parts of the country and brlng^ out the 
regional patterns. It Is also realised that the total population 
of the size of a centre Is not the actual measure of centrallty. 
What actually matters Is the real non-agricultural working populat-
ion, due to which a centre with less population may be assigned 
to a higher centrallty rating. The method thus acts as check 
against the Increase of the so called "statistical town* which 
have been incorporated by the census authorities on their populat-
ion basis, but are poorly developed in service functions. 
The centrallty of a settlement can be described in terms 
of quality and quantity of central functions performed by the 
IJ 
settlement. It is clear that not all the settlement perform 
all the functions at the same level. The hierarcny of settlement 
is closely related with the hierarchy of central functions, A 
central function is composed of many sub-functions and, thus, 
within a particular central function, it is possible to identify 
different levels at which it is being performed. Therefore, on 
such a basis, it is possible to construct a scale of what may be 
called a functional hierarchy. 
The Scale of Functional Hierarchy 
The scale of functional hierarchy can be interpreted in 
terms of the relative importance of function. Hence, the higher 
the level of the functional hierarchy, the higher would be the 
centrality of the place performing that function. The importance 
of a place is also affected by the number of central functions 
performed. There is a wider complementary region for a place which 
has number of services. The quality of functions varies from 
place to place and from each level of functional hierarchy. So the 
centrality of settlements in any region can be measured by the 
variety and the level of functions performed. The services also 
tend to cluster around certain levels of functional hierarchy. 
11 ] 
Welqhtaqes of Central Functions 
It ±3 proposed that on the basis of relative importance 
the functional hierarchy should be given numerical values. For 
example, if there is one primary health centres it is given one 
point and the next higher level, i.e., a dispensary is awarded 
a value of one plus one, and the third level, one plus one and 
so on. The numerical value of a particular level will be mul-
tiplied by the quantity of that function at that level, in order 
to arrive at the centrality of that settlement, as far as that 
function is concerned. It is clearly understood that the funct-
ional hierarchy is of the nesting pattern, i.e., low level of 
functional hierarchy nests under the influence of next higher 
level. 
There may be some services which have additional comple-
mentary institutions that perform the same kind of functions, 
though they do not fall under the established structure of the 
functions. For example, a clinic, running by private medical 
practioners, which is also a kind of health service, fall outside 
the established structure of the neaith facility. Such instruct-
ions are known as extensions of the present central functions. 
Sach function is awarded a value of one. 
Ui) 
Data Collactlon 
For meaningful and scientific studies on central places 
in geography, data in publisned form are not adequately avail-
able. As a consequence the researcher is bound to use the 
primary data. Primary data will be collected according to the 
purpose and needs of the study. They provide first hand infor-
mation based on personal investigation in the field. The secon-
dary data can also be obtained from different sources like census, 
statistical tables, bulletin etc. With no alternative, resear-
cher has to be dependent on both types of data for his purpose. 
For the present study two types of primary data should be 
obtained - (a) data on mobility and choice of central places in 
terms of consumer travel jsattern and (b) data on central place 
functions. 
Data on journey trips for obtaining various consumer goods 
and services is based on field interviews, A field survey should 
be undertaken for which a comprehensive questionnaire is to be 
prepared. 
Therefore, the information regaiding the availability of 
central functions in service centres of the Bihar plain will be 
collected both through personal visits and fron the official 
records. The number and types of functions to be considered for 
12] 
this study would be largely depending upon the availability of 
data. 
Statistical Techniques 
All the functions, considered for the study, are not 
independent of each other. This reqxiires careful formulation 
of hypothesis regarding the relation between the dependent vari-
able and the explanatory variables on the basis of logical and 
empirical evidence. In terms of statistical analysis it is 
essentially a problem of multivariate technique. It will there-
fore, be rational to employ' such satistical techniques which 
could deal with multivariable data. Different types of techniques 
such as multiple regression, correlation analysis and factor 
analysis may be applied. Factor analysis is by for the most 
often used multivariable techniques of research studies, espe-
cially pertalrfing to social and behavioural sciences. 
Cattoqraphic Techniques 
Cartographic technique is the principle component in 
studying the geographical problems more precisely. Accoraing 
to Hart, maps are essential tools and the hallmarks of geography . 
1^2 
In terms of scientific techniques, geography is represented 
in the world of knowledge primcurily by its techniques of map 
use. Further more, geographers can claim cartographic analysis 
as a technique that is distinctively our own, unlike many of 
the techniques that have been introduced into geography from 
other disciplines in recent years and one can use it to gain 
in sights that might not be gained by using other techniques. 
However, cartographic method adopted in a particular study ought 
to be capable of representing the relevant data quantitatively, 
for it is retrograde to map statistical data which are atready 
in nimierical form, by purely qijalitative method. Keeping this in 
view, the author intends to use suitable cortographlc techniques 
in the present work. 
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Bihar Plain Table k 
IZ.] 
Ranking of districts In terms of area 
2 
Area In km Proportion to 
given by Sijr- total area of 
eyvor General State. 
District Ranking oi 
districts 
BIHAR 
1 . P a t n a 
2 . N a l a n d a 
3 . . N a w a d a 
4 . Gaya 
5 . Ai i rangabad 
6 . R o h t a s 
7 . Bhoj p u r 
3 . S a r a n 
9 . S Iwan 
1 0 . G o p a l g a n j 
1 1 . Pashchirn Champaran 
1 2 . Pxarba Champaran 
1 3 . S l t a m a r h l 
1 4 . M u z a f f a r p u r 
1 5 . V a l s h a l i 
1 6 . B e g u s a r a l 
1 7 . S a m a s t l p u r 
1 8 . Oarbhanga 
1 9 . Madhubanl 
2 0 . S a h a r s a 
2 1 . P u r n l a 
2 2 . K a t l h a r 
2 3 . Hunger 
2 4 . B h a g a l p u r 
173*877 
3 , 2 0 2 
2 ,267 
2 , 4 9 4 
6 , 5 4 5 
3 , 3 0 5 
7 . 2 1 3 
4 , 0 9 8 
2 , 6 4 1 
2 ,219 











7 , 9 4 3 
3 ,057 
7 , 9 0 8 
5 ,589 



















2 . 0 1 
3 .39 
4 . 5 7 
1.76 


























Source t Census - 1981. 
BIHAR PLAIN Table 5 
1 , 1 1 ) 
Number of towns o f each c l a s s i n 198X 











1 0 . 
1 1 . 
1 2 . 
1 3 . 
1 4 . 
1 5 . 
1 6 . 
17 . 
1 8 . 
1 9 . 
2 0 . 
2 1 . 
2 2 . 
2 3 . 














S i t a m a r h i 
Muzaffarpur 
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